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Of Humble Beginnings
The past few months have been
extremely busy ones with frequent
trips up North to shadow the brave
few who participate in grassroots
motorsports event. Track sessions
were not on the agenda during
the initial purchase of their rides,
but rather a hobby that has deeply
poisoned them. The chase to shave
off precious seconds from their lap
times sees them spend huge amounts
on performance and handling
enhancements and extremely costly
semi-slick tyres.
If you are wondering where this is
going, perhaps the title will enlighten
you a little. These pals of mine indulge
in motorsports purely at their own

expenses, with zero sponsorship and
endorsements to fuel their passion.
I’m pretty sure if they have to survive
on a plate of chicken rice just to
purchase that new set of rubbers,
they will gladly do so. The humble
beginnings that they had to face and
endure through certainly made them
more appreciative of what they have
achieved so far.
With the race calendar for the month
of September quickly filling up, I’ll be
pretty much covered in brake dust
and basking in the sun every single
weekend. Kicking things off was the
SMSA Touring Car Challenge that
happened over the first weekend of
the month. Moving forward, a night
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race at the Sepang International Circuit
followed by the Malaysia Merdeka
Endurance Race and ending things off
with a bang is the F1 Singtel Singapore
Grand Prix. Weekends will mostly be
spent away from the comforts of my
home but that is no complaint of mine.
Besides soaking up the competitive
atmosphere of motorsports on various
different levels, the content that will be
gracing our pages is one that I can’t
wait to proudly unveil.

for the further improvement of our
magazine and we truly appreciate the
support both clients and readers alike
have shown over the past ten issues.
Drop us a mail (rev@bigbang.com.sg)
and let us know of your thoughts on
the magazine (or anything else for that
matter). Oh, and of course, be a fan
of our Facebook page (REV Magazine
Singapore) if the monthly dose of REV
Magazine isn’t enough to satisfy the
petrol head in you.

Having said that, you can be assured
that besides our regular car and
product features, track days and
motorsports content will definitely be
coming your way in the months to
come. Plans are well in the pipeline
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NEWS

Ferrari V8 Driving Experience
For the first time in Singapore, the
Official Ferrari Importer, Ital Auto
Pte Ltd, hosted a guided driving
experience of the California and
458 Italia for special guests over the
weekend of August 13th and 14th.
The area in and around the Changi
Exhibition Centre was transformed
into a handling and touring course,
complete with an air-conditioned
lounge. Over the two days, 48 guests,
including Ital Auto’s VIPs and top
Citigold private clients, took turns
behind the wheels of the California
and 458 Italia.
Each guest, guided by a drive
instructor, had the opportunity to
experience the distinct and unique
natures of the California and 458 Italia
in a safe and conducive environment.

Although the California and 458 Italia
share Ferrari’s race-derived DNA and
are sporty and fun to drive, the two cars
are very distinct in design and intent.
While the California’s classic, elegant
lines are perfect for owners who want
a versatile sports car with a practical
edge, the thoroughly sporty 458
Italia is designed for owners whose
priority is uncompromised track day
performance.
At the hospitality lounge, guests
enjoyed brunch and tea snacks
such as gourmet sandwiches, dim
sum, mini burgers, nachos and
cupcakes. A Wii station was set up
as an entertainment corner for guests
who made it a family day. Kids were
all given a Ferrari stick-on tattoo in
celebration of the Ferrari spirit.

Subaru
Names All-New
Sports Car
"SUBARU BRZ"

New Suzuki Swift Sport to

Make World Debut At
2011Frankfurt
Motor Show
The new Swift Sport is a refined sport
compact resulting from the first full model
change since the launch of the original Swift
Sport in 2006. It has a more aggressive and
dignified exterior look thanks to a groundhugging form that gives a sense of stability
and tension and a big front grille that evokes
sporty performance. And its cabin combines
essential sportiness with a high-quality look
and feel and design features that heighten
excitement about the driving experience.
Higher power and lower fuel consumption
are delivered by the 1.6-litre M16A engine,
which Suzuki developed exclusively for

Fuji Heavy Industries Ltd. (FHI),
the maker of Subaru automobiles,
announced that Subaru's new
rear-wheel drive sports car, which is
currently under joint development
with Toyota Motor Corporation,
will be named "SUBARU BRZ".
"BRZ" stands for "Boxer engine",
"Rear-wheel drive" and "Zenith"
and embodies ultimate passion for
the new sports car and confidence
in its distinctive trademark and
core technology: the "HorizontallyOpposed Subaru Boxer engine".
The start of production is planned

the Swift Sport. The engine is mated to
a specially developed six-speed manual
transmission, resulting in performance
that’s both exciting and environmentally
responsible. Plus, the new Swift Sport offers
superior cornering stability and brisker, more
responsive handling thanks to struts with
internal rebound springs and to an exclusive
rear-suspension design.
High levels of safety are assured by features
such as a light, stiff, impact-absorbing body;
seven airbags (including curtain airbags
and a driver’s knee airbag); and an ESP
(Electronic Stability Program).

for Spring 2012.
FHI will exhibit the technology
concept
of
the
"SUBARU
BRZ", named "SUBARU BRZ
PROLOGUE - BOXER Sports
Car Architecture II - ", at the
64th Frankfurt Motor Show in
September 2011.
With
the
recent
lack
of
performance variants emerging
from the Land of the Rising Sun,
the BRZ will certainly be the one to
look out for!
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Hari Raya Specials! Unbelievable Real Deal Bargain Prices!

(While stock last)

Reseller We

lcome!

NOW S$325

usual RRP S$425

‘The Third Eye’ BlackBox For Road Vehicles
• 2 Mega Pixel CMOS Image Sensor
• Recording Angle : 130˚ (Diagonal) Angle
• 1280 x 1024 HD Video Recording Resolution
• Embedded 11 Bit 3 Axis (X,Y,Z Axis) Acceleration Sensor
• SD, SDHC Memory Card: Support Up To 32 GB
• Continuous Recording & Parking Mode Recording
• Power Consumption: 12V (150mA - 200mA)

• Operating Temperature:
-20˚C to 60˚C
• Dimensions:
50(W) x 80(H) x 20(D) mm
• H.264 VBR Recording
• 2.4 TFT LCD (320 x 240)
• Embedded GPS Module

NOW
S$299

usual RRP
S$399

full hd
black box

cr-200hd
NOW S$399

usual RRP S$499

• Full HD CMOS 1920 x 1080
(1080p)
• 133˚ Wide Angle Lens (Diagonal)
• Capturing Still Images Up To
2 Mega Pixels
• Motion Detection In Parking Mode
• Built-In High Sensitivity Microphone
• Built-In High Quality Speaker
• Built-In Battery
(Record Video Up To 10 Min)
• Support Video Output to LCD Device)
• 8 GB Micro SDHC (Included)
• Support Up To 16 GB Micro SDHC
Card (Class 6 Recommended)

• Real HD 720P Video Recording Resolution
• 1.3 Mega Pixel CMOS Lens
• Digital Speedometer Display On Board
• Maximum 132˚ (Diagonal) Angle
• Built-In G Sensor

• Built-In High Performance GPS
• PC-Based LUKAS Viewer Program
• Stylish & Modern Design
• Awarded Korean Q-Mark Quality Assurance
• Korea Number 1 Car Blackbox TOP Seller

Digital
The 6” hpr air filter used on
Our Dyno test is the exact same
type of filter used in Spectre
world record setting Speedliner.

Honto Racing CIVIC Type R Carbon Fiber
Air Intake Kit using Spectre 6” HPR Air filter.
Result: Torque increases by 2 Kg/m!
From 25.1Kg/m to 27.1Kg/m
Horse Power increase by 27.4PS!
From 240.1PS to 267.5PS!
Dynotest Based on stock ECU, TODA Exhaust System.

On Oct 11 2009, Spectre Speedliner,
“The Infidel”, set a land speed world
record of 330.559 mph (528km/h) at the
Bonneville Salts Flats with an exit speed
of 340 mph (544km/h). The filter used
on the speedliner were standard off the
shelf Spectre HPR Filters P/N 889606.
Find out more at www.hontoracing.net

no filter

paper filter
CFM
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Honto International Pte Ltd
Blk 20 Ang Mo Kio Industrial Park 2A #05-29
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Tel: +65 6555 1052 Fax: +65 6555 1068
Email: honto@singnet.com.sg
Website: www.hontoracing.net

Merlin Motor Works
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Karting takes off with a bang

at Singapore’s Formula One

track for the first time

With a thunderous roar, the inaugural
KF-1 Go-kart Night Race officially
kicked off the Singapore Formula 1
season at the Marina Bay circuit.
More than 70 karters comprising
professional racers, corporate leaders
and industry team representatives took
to the track in sleek Italian high-end
Alonso and Tony Karts – thrilling one
and all with spins, twists, turns and
even crashes as they sped around the
1.2-km circuit.
Senna
Sulaiman
Noor,
from
Indonesia, emerged triumphant in the
eagerly-awaited Professional Demo
International Karting Category. He

beat Singapore’s Julien Fong by 1.1
sec and Indonesia’s Vincent Junius
Nathan, second and third respectively,
to win the top title. The Corporate
Endurance Race was won by Team
Show Company. They beat Aibi/Life
Fitness in second place and SGP were
third.

Seafood and Restaurant Association of
Singapore president Ang Kiam Meng,
the 12 CEO karters thrilled all. There
were even women in the race, such
as Ruth Yeoh, the executive director
of YTL Corporation, and Pauline
Kwek, the marketing director of Aibi
International.

But it was the CEO and Industry
Leaders’ Race which drew the biggest
interest – largely because there were
many prominent captains of industry
who took to wearing race suits instead
of business suits. Led by NTUC CEO
Tan Kian Chiew, Member of Parliament
and Football Association of Singapore
president Zainudin Nordin and Jumbo

Said Richard Tan, the chairman of KF1: “We are humbled that many who
raced today enjoyed themselves. We
want to help develop motorsports
in Singapore and will certainly be
organising more races all over the
island for our teams and the many
more who have expressed interest in
joining us.’’

Bosch enters Singapore

Book of Records with
record-breaking
charity run

Employees of Robert Bosch (South East
Asia) Pte Ltd took on a record-breaking
challenge for the “longest distance run
on a treadmill in 6 hours” at this year’s
Bosch Automotive CARnival held on 20
August at the Playground@Big Splash
along East Coast Parkway.
The runners covered a record-breaking
53.8 kilometres over 6 hours on a single
treadmill, securing Bosch’s entry into the
Singapore Book of Records.
Over the course of the treadmill relay,
a total distance of 138 kilometres was
clocked. Besides setting a record,
the challenge also raised funds for the
Students Care Service through pledges
secured from the runners and staff of
Bosch in Singapore.

In addition to the record-breaking run,
proceeds from other activities such
as the waterless car wash, massage
services, balloon sculpting and henna
painting also contributed to the fundraising initiative for SCS. Bosch matched
dollar-for-dollar the funds raised during
the day, bringing the total amount to
S$21,000.
Morene Sim, Executive Director of SCS
said, “I would like to thank Bosch for
selecting SCS as the beneficiary for their
Automotive CARnival. The funds raised
will go towards supporting the work that
we do to provide casework and family
counselling, educational psychology
services and guidance programs to help
children and youths from underprivileged
homes in Singapore.”

We Have

Shifted!
Works Performance has
shifted to 52 Ubi Ave 3,
#05-32, Frontier, Singapore
408867. Operation hours:
Monday – Friday 10am –
6pm. Saturday 10am – 3pm.
Closed on Sunday and
Public Holidays.

SPARK Motorsports Debuts
Its Online Shopping Portal
Making its debut in October 2009, SPARK
Motorsports, the motorsports arm of
ComfortDelGro Engineering, started from
a vision of making motorsports affordable
and accessible to motorsports aficionados.
Online shopping has been a popular pasttime of many busy Singaporeans who can’t
find the time to head down to brick and
mortar stores to get their wants and needs
fulfilled. SPARK Motorsports knows how
busy their customers may be, hence you
can now shop to your heart’s desire over at
their spanking new Online Shop!

There, you can find products from popular
brands such as Apexi, ATS, Blitz and Defi.
From gauges to performance radiators,
you will be able to locate your soughtafter product easily with their user-friendly
shopping portal. Send them an enquiry
should you be uncertain about the product
and rest assured they’ll reply you as soon
as they can. To find out more, log on to
http://www.sparkmotorsports.com!
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Tr

back in 1976, the
Scirocco Cup is the first
single-model cup competition held
by Volkswagen. In 2009, Volkswagen,
for the first time, introduced the Scirocco
Cup in China. The Cup attracted extensive
attention from the locals as well as the
entire ASEAN region. This year sees this
classic event upgraded to the Scirocco
R-Cup which pits the drivers in, no less,
the cup version of the Scirocco R. With
all drivers competing in cars with similar
power outputs, it is more than just brute
power that will win you the race.
Five lucky fans of TopGear Singapore’s
Facebook page were chosen for the trip
up north to get a go at driving the Cup
Car on the Sepang International Circuit.
A joint-collaboration between Volkswagen
Singapore and CarBuyer, the Track
Experience not only gave the attendees a
chance at driving on a Formula 1 circuit,
but more importantly allowed them to get
a once-in-a-lifetime experience of getting

06_Rev11_Events.indd 1

arrived and we were given a safety briefing
before being split in our respective groups.

Four stations were setup to give
participants a feel of driving the Cup Car at
varying speeds. Racing drivers of the Cup
Cars were on hand to educate us not only
on the finer points of piloting the Scirocco,
but also on the safety aspect of things.
From tight slaloms to high speed corners,
we familiarised ourselves with the handling
of the car as well as the layout of the track.
Upon completion of all four stations, it was
then time to attack the track. Without a
doubt, the chance at piloting the car round
the 5.5km track was the highlight of the
event. With a racing driver leading the pack
of three, each participant got three hot laps
round the circuit. Of course, overtaking
was highly prohibited as safety was of the
utmost importance.
The day ended with a sumptuous dinner
at a nearby restaurant before we made
our way back to Singapore. Though
the full-day event certainly took its
toll on the drivers, the experience
was nothing short of exhilarating.
Thanks to the well-organised Track
Experience plus the great hospitality
of Volkswagen Singapore, all
five lucky fans got a first-hand
experience of the handling prowess
of the coveted Scirocco R-Cup Car.

9/5/11 2:58 PM
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More Bride goodies
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Bride door cards!

An understated exterior often leads
bystanders into underestimating the car’s
true potential. Commonly known as the
“sleeper” look, owners of such cars generally
choose to maintain a relatively stock outlook
and spend the dough on what lies beneath
the bonnet instead.
If you didn’t already know, Motec is one
of the few workshops in Singapore that
choose to operate in the night, rather than
the day. The man behind the show is Pierre,
who also happens to be the owner of the
car in question. Going by his unconventional
operating hours, it is of little surprise to us
that he took an alternative approach when
building his car.

When

t of the
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p
t
s
ju
e
r
a
looks

Functionality takes the front seat
Opting for a “sleeper” look instead, the
exterior didn’t see many changes except
for the addition of a set of v-lips and carbon
fibre pieces. A vented CF bonnet increases
cooling efficiency and the CF Voltex wing
mounted onto a CF rear lid generates
additional downforce. Functionality was also
preferred over a loud exterior when planning
the build. “There isn’t much point in having
an extremely low ride that can’t even clear
the humps found in car parks. It may look
real good, but I need something that is
practical and can serve as my daily drive”,
Pierre explained.
With aesthetic enhancements completed,
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the focus was then turned towards the
performance department. For that, Pierre
enlisted the help of Garage R, whose stellar
reputation is probably second to none. The
impeccable engine bay detailing greets us
the moment the front hood is lifted and
speaks volumes of their attention to detail.
Numerous HKS products were used
throughout the build. Kicking things off,
the IHI VF34 turbocharger, hooked up to
a HKS Suction Reloaded Kit, received a
HKS actuator upgrade for better spooling
capabilities. The factory intercooler saw its
replacement in the form of a piece from the
STi. A signature HKS SSQV, a HKS Billet Oil
Filler Cap and a HKS Radiator Cap round
off the list of visible engine items from the
Japanese manufacturer.
Heat robs the engine of precious power

and who to know better than Garage R
themselves. To prevent that from happening,
a chunky ARC aluminium radiator paired
with a matching thermostat keeps things
cool and healthy. The task of supplying
additional fuel to the combustion chamber
is taken care of by a HKS Kansai fuel pump,
a Sard FPR and a set of 650cc Power
Enterprise injectors. Finally, a HKS F-Con V
Pro stand-alone ECU ensures all hardware
work in perfect harmony.
No proper build can be deemed complete
without the necessary handling upgrades.
For that, Pierre opted for a set of APi Racing
Type RA coilovers. A top-of-the-range
model, they offer the necessary comfort
needed for street driving, but are also wellsuited for aggressive track sessions. Tasked
to bring the car to a halt is a Rotora 6-pot
brake kit. These calipers offer a firm initial

Good tunes on the move

he equation
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Cover Car

Fast Facts: Subaru
Impreza WRX
Engine

IHI VF34 Turbocharger, HKS Actuator
Upgrade Kit, HKS Suction Reloaded
Kit, HKS Super SQV 2 Racing Kit, HKS
Super Fire Racing M40i, HKS Stainless
3” Front Pipe, HKS Billet Oil Filler Cap,
HKS Kansai Fuel Pump, HKS Radiator
Cap, STI Top-Mount Intercooler, ARC
Radiator, ARC Thermostat, Billion Super
Solid Coolant Line, Billion Super Racing
Air Duct & Funnel, Carbing CF Alternator
Cover, Power Enterprise 650cc Injector,
Sard Fuel Pressure Regulator, Meyle
Fuel Filter Conversion, Carbing Oil Catch
Tank, HKS F-Con V Pro Type-B, Intake
Manifold & Fuse Box Cover Painted in
Garage R Signature Colour, Full Engine
Bay Detailing and Wire Tuck

Drivetrain

HKS Twin Plate Clutch, STI 6-speed
Gearbox, STI Rear Differential

Undercarriage

Rotora 6-pot Front Brake Kit, Dixcel
Rear Performance Rotor, APi Racing
Type RA Coilover, Carbing Strut Bar, 17”
Rota Rims, Bridgestone S-001 Tyres

Exterior

Motec CF Bonnet & Boot, Motec Side
& Rear V-Lip, Voltex Type 2 V-mount GT
Wing, Voltex Fin, CF Door Pillar Trim,
Motec CF Fuel Tank Cover, Custom
Lexus Pearl White Paint

Cabin

The ever-popular HKS SSQV BOV

bite and consistent performance even
under harsh conditions.
If you think that this is all that Pierre’s
WRX has, think again. The interior got an
extreme makeover of its own sorts. Bride
graduation upholstery adorns the door
cards, headliner as well as rear bench. To
keep in line with the overall theme, both
driver and passenger are held in place by
snug Bride reclinable seats. For additional
aural pleasure, JBL speakers powered

by matching JBL amplifiers produce
pitch-perfect tracks, much to Pierre’s
enjoyment.
In Conclusion
With a mix of both practicality and “sleeper”
looks, Pierre’s WRX doesn’t have to worry
about scrapping the chassis due to an
extremely low ride height or attracting
the wrong kind of attention while on the
road. But don’t be fooled, it certainly has
performance packed under that hood.

Bride Reclinable Driver & Passenger
Seat, Full Bride Fabric Upholstery
(Rear Seats, Door Panel Inserts,
Headliner), Defi BF Amber Gauges
(Water Temperature, Oil Temperature,
Oil Pressure & Turbo), Carbing CF Meter
Hood, Orange Tyre Pressure Monitoring
System, HKS EVC 6, HKS Type-0 Turbo
Timer, Carbing Gear Knob

ICE

Pioneer DEH-4250 Headunit, JBL
MS-8 Digital Processor, JBL GTO1004
Amplifier, JBL GTO14001 Monoblock
Amplifier, 2 x JBL GTO608C Speakers,
JBL Subwoofer

Exhaust

Trust Cat-back Exhaust System
(LTA Approved)

Safety first!
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MODS

1. Snow Performance Stage 1

2. Panther

Snow Performance, the expert in water-methanol injection, brings
to you their Stage 1 Boost Cooler. It is available for forced-induction
applications which are either fuel injected or carbureted. The system
starts injecting a fixed amount of fluid via the nozzle
upon reaching a user-set boost pressure and stops
when the pressure drops below the set level. This
makes it a good choice for low to medium boost
setups looking for an octane enhancement and
cooler intake charge.

Power with less fuel – Sounds like a dream for all drivers out there,
isn’t it? Developed and engineered in Japan, the Panther plugs into
your vehicle cigarette lighter socket and utilises the latest MicroEnergy Optimising (MEO) Technology, giving your car
more power with less fuel. By operating independently
from the vehicle’s ECU, the Panther works its
magic without interfering with the car’s
factory electronics.

Dynotechnica – 6841 1304

Entrust Auto – 8112 2430

3. D1Spec 7 Drive Throttle Controller

4. Spectre HPR Racing Air Filter

The D1Spec 7 Drive Throttle Controller is a small, sleek
package which appeals to all drivers who are looking to
be able to control their throttle response on the go. It
allows the driver to set 3 different modes, with a total of
13 different throttle response settings. Throttle response
and acceleration are improved upon installation and even
new users will find it a breeze to use the product. There is also
built in digital voltmeter monitors your battery voltage. Upon engaging the
reverse gear, the device will automatically set it back to normal mode for
safety reasons without affecting the previously saved mode.
Fabulous X – 6841 9329

Unable to find a suitable air filter that can meet the
demanding needs of your engine? Being the only
rated air filters in the world, each Spectre HPR
Racing air filter is horsepower and CFM rated,
so that you’ll know exactly what to buy for
your engine. Besides their excellent filtration
properties, these filters also allow more air
to flow easily to the engine, resulting in better
combustion and more power.
Honto International – 6555 1052

Modifications 101
Go Faster, Stop Quicker, Turn Better
& Enjoy a Better Performance overall with these Products

5. Sparco WTX-7 Air Carbon Fibre Helmet

6. Supersprint Exhaust for Kia Koup

The Sparco WTX-7 Air helmet is a state-of-the-art helmet
constructed from autoclaved carbon fibre to produce a shell
which is incredibly strong and light weight. The WTX-7 Air
features a narrow visor aperture and is suitable for open
or closed cockpit cars. Homologated to the very latest
Snell 2010 standard, the WTX-7 Air is supplied ready
to accept a HANS device. Internally, the helmet has
provision to accept intercom headsets and drinks
tubes and the liner can be removed for washing.

Kia Koup owners, rejoice! A LTA-approved exhaust system from
the good people at Supersprint has finally reached our shores.
On first looks, you can tell it apart from the stock muffler by
its chrome exhaust tip and engraved Supersprint wording.
But it’s just not a cosmetic enhancement. Performance is
enhanced in the mid and higher rev range yet no low
end compromise is made. It has a slight bassy
note at idle and when you floor the pedal, the
sound from the exhaust will be music to the
ears of most drivers.
Jeep Chee – 6745 4700

Miki Marketing – 6749 1996

7. HKS Hipermax III

8. Violence V-Drive SP9 EC7

A leading name in the Japanese automotive tuning industry, HKS has
debuted their long-awaited Hipermax III suspension line. Designed and
tuned for street application and daily driving, it greatly improves the
handling characteristics of your vehicle. The driver gains increased wheel
control with improved performance of all vehicle dynamics
and increased driver command in all conditions.
Ride quality is not compromised despite the greatly
increased handling abilities. It also features a 30-way
simultaneous dampening and rebound adjustability
which allows for precise suspension tuning.
Motec – 6265 3558

Increase your car’s throttle response with the Violence V-Drive SP9.
This product not only enables you to program the throttle response
according to your driving style with either eco, sport or normal mode
available, but it also comes with a new feature
that cuts acceleration in emergency situations. It
also has a voltage display for easy monitoring of
current battery voltage. Viewing of current mode
is also made easy with the cabin mounted
display which doubles up as a controller as well.
Sung Beng Auto – 9272 4879

9. Simota Wheel Spacer

10. APi Racing Rear Camber Kit

Ever laid eyes on your favourite set of rims only to find out that
they won’t fit your car? If the problem lies with the PCD (Pitch
Circle Diameter) of your ride’s hub, we have a solution for you.
The Simota Wheel Spacer can instantly change the PCD
of your ride, allowing you to fit your favourite rims w i t h
ease. These spacers also increase the track
of your ride, making for better handling
performance as well as looks.

Prevent uneven tyre wear with the APi Racing Rear
Camber Kit. Specially designed for the Civic
Type R, you can now fully adjust the camber
angle of your ride up to -/+3 degrees. The
lightened Alu-Allow arm is 20% lighter than
stock, reducing unsprung weight and all
bushings are made of hardened TPV Teflon
for added durability.

RTES – 6844 2370

APi Racing – 9734 8015
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feel the difference

D1Spec Mini 6 Pistons Caliper

M i n i 6 P o t B r a k e K i t F i t m e n t S u i t a b l e F o r OE 15 ” W h e e l s

best buy
in town!!

Material
T2024 Aluminum Alloy
Forming Way
4000 Ton Hot Forging In High Temperature
Surface Material
Kiln Dried Nanotech Painting
Corresponding Disc
286/302/320mm
Dimension Of Pistons
32/32/28mm

S t e e l B r a i d e d H o s e a t $ 110 O n ly !

sure
stopping
power

Brake Disc

Main Material
FC-28 And Added Various Alloy

Brake Pad

mini 6 pot brake kit
rotor size 386MM/302mm/320mm

$1688

Big 6 pot brake kit
rotor size 330mm/355mm

mini 4 pot brake kit
rotor size 330mm/355mm

Superior Braking Performance!

Beware of
imitations!

Rotor

The all new D1Spec brake kit is a new breed of brake system that meets of exceeds
most aftermarkets brake systems in quality and performance that is in today’s market.
Further test result shows 55% more braking power then all OEM specifications.
Power without D1Spec Brake Kit is nothing...

Main Material
Iron

Piston

Main Material
Aluminum Added Alloy

60mm ADVANCE SYS Cr gauges

ALL NEW d1spec coilover!

*Twin tube design damper for stability/comfort
*Twin tube design damper gets harder as the force increases,
reducing body roll and still maintaining smooth ride quality
*Cold-bent spring is designed to optimize the balance
between performance and comfort
*28 Levels of dampening adjustability (compression/rebound)
*Height adjustment from 30mm-90mm
*Separate ride height and spring pre-load adjustments
*Aluminum alloy construction for spring seat and locks
*Suitable for street and hard driving conditions
*Available for most cars makes
*One year warranty
*Free alignment for all D1spec coilover purchase

BMW Products

&

=
OIL PRESS

TURBO

WATER TEMP

VOLT

BLUE

RED

OIL TEMP
....................................................................................................................................................................................................

&

=
INTAKE
MANIFOLD
PRESSURE

TURBO

OIL TEMP

$188

V-lip

WATER TEMP

WHITE

VOLT

RED

the all new d1spec gauges with INTERCHANGeABLE COLOURS!

e-throttle controller

Spoiler

Front Grille

Temperature
0-550 o & 50-720 o
Main Material
Compound Pottery, Carbon
Color
Silver
Product Features
No Abnormal Sound

Earthing & voltage
stabilizer

$168

super earth

$148
better
distribution
of electric
current

For BMW E60, E90, E92, X3, X5
and 1 Series

For BMW
E60, E90 and IS250

For BMW E60 M5 M-Tech

Helps To Control Acceleration
+ Fuel Efficiency

viper

seat
rail

Carbon fibre products

Evo 10 / EX

pennzoil
platinum 5w40

Forester

Subaru GDA/B

GReddy 10w40

star

euro

e8

from
$688 per
pair

seat
roller

BMW 5 Series

Helps To Increase Power
Through Reinforce Grounding

100% unbreakable pu v-lip
Carbon
Spoiler Fit/
Jazz

Subaru GRB

cusco 5w40

ows multilight

mitsubishi: lancer cs/ex,colt
subaru: impreza/wrx my 04-08,legacy
suzuki: swift/swift sport
honda: stream, civic es/fd, fit/jazz, accord cl7
BMW: E60 M5 M-Tech

All Servicing
Packages
Include Oil
Filter and
FREE 12
Point Checks
Battery Checking
OBD Scanning Battery Checker

servicing
from
OBD SCANNER

$88

Fabulous-X Pte Ltd

51 Ubi Ave 1 #01-21 Paya Ubi Industrial Park Singapore 408933
HP: 9667 7711 Tel: 65-6841 7697, 65-6841 9329 Fax: 65-6841 2024
0% interest free installment plans available
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Feature Car

Charged Up

&Ready To Go
Photographer Bryan Law / Metamorphosis Production

Performance upgrades are often
the result of one’s hunger for more
power. Depending on the depth of
one’s pocket, and sometimes the
permission of your other half, the
chase for more ponies can range from
a few hundred, to tens of thousands
of dollars.
Purists
of
naturally
aspirated
performance rides such as the Civic
Type R typically frown upon forced
induction methods. But for others,
the potential horsepower gains of
forced induction is simply too hard to
resist. Furthermore, the widespread
availability of such model-specific kits
makes it all that much easier to fall
into the evil clutches of temptation.
When ICE alone isn’t enough
When Luis got the keys to his spanking
new Mazda3, plans for modifications
were already well in place. However, it

House to a Rotrex supercharger,
this Mazda3 knows no lag.

was more for aural pleasure, than to
satisfy his need for speed. “I always
believe that a good ICE setup will bring
you more pleasure when driving your
car”, we were told by Luis. Having
said that, it didn’t come as a surprise
when we treated to an aural feast of
sorts upon sampling a few audiophile
tracks. More on that later on though.
Luis’s decision to go with the Mazda3
was mainly due its charming looks
and well balanced chassis. However,
not satisfied with merely a looker,
plans for performance and aesthetic
upgrades were soon hatched.
As previously mentioned, forced
induction is a popular choice for
those who yearn for huge increases
in power. But rather than taking the
commonly trodden turbocharging
route, Luis opted instead for a
centrifugal supercharger courtesy

An untrained eye would think it’s just your typical Mazda3

A tell-tale sign of what lies beneath

of Rotrex. Installation merely took a
day due to the convenience a bolton kit brought about. Unlike the
turbo-lag commonly associated with
turbocharged rides, the linear power
produced by the supercharger and its
sleeper looks won Luis over. “Despite
only 0.65 bar of boost, the instant
delivery of torque at both low and high
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Fast Facts: Mazda3 SP
ENGINE

AEM Dry ‘Long Nose’ Air Filter, Billion
Carbon Fibre Funnel, Rotrex Supercharger
Kit, APS Blow Off Valve, D1 Spec Fuel
Regulator, Cusco Oil Catch Tank, Hayden
ATF Cooler, Hot Inazuma Volt Stabilizer,
5 Pt Grounding Cables, OBX Silicone
Radiator Hose

UNDERCARRIAGE

D1 Spec Coilover, Summit Front Strut Bar,
Summit Front Lower Tie Bar, Summit Front
Lower 4 Pt Chassis Bar, Summit Front
Lower Sub Frame Bar, Summit Middle
Lower Bar, Summit Rear Bumper Drawn
Bar R, Summit Rear Bumper Drawn Bar
L, Summit Bard Structure, Summit Rear
Bottom Drawn Bar, D1Spec 6 Pot Brake
Kit c/w 330mm Rotor, 17” SSR Type C RS
Rims, Rays Lug Nut, Goodyear Eagle RS
Sport
HKS Turbo Timer Type 0

revs makes the car feel like a 2L ride”,
Luis told us, with a smile on his face.
Looks Do Matter
With the performance boxes now
ticked, attention was then turned
towards further enhancing the looks
and handling of his ride. The expertise
of the good people at Fabulous-X
greatly aided Luis when planning for
these upgrades. With a long list of
brands available at their Paya Ubi
premises, there was never a lack
of high quality products. The hood
was the first to go and in place was
a lighter and ventilated carbon fibre
offering from Fabulous-X themselves.
Next up, both front and rear lamps
were replaced with stylish and
brighter ones that not only look good,
but increase the car’s visibility as well.
To increase Luis’ confidence when it
comes to the car’s handling, numerous
bars from Summit were bolted onto
various parts of the chassis. A set
of D1Spec coilovers provided the
drop in ride height, at the same time
lowering the car’s center of gravity.
With more ponies raging under the CF
bonnet, factory brakes wouldn’t cut it.
A 6-pot D1Spec brake kit took care
of that while 17” SSR rims wrapped
in Goodyear Eagle RS Sport rubbers
provided increased adhesion with the
tarmac.
Pleasure within the cabin doesn’t
merely come from the ICE setup.
Snugly holding Luis in place is a
Recaro SPG II bucket which aids in
reducing body movements through
corners. Matching MOMO accessories

EXTERIOR

Fabulous X Carbon Fibre Vented Bonnet,
Angel Eye Headlamp, Ganador Side Mirror
With Blue Tint, LED Side Marker, Chrome
Handles, HID Head Lamp And Fog Lamp,
Fabulous X Rear Tail Light

take the place of boring factory ones
and keeping Luis informed of engine
figures are Defi CR gauges and an
Apexi RSM. A must-have in many
vehicles of late, a DOD GS600 In-Car
Camera provides constant recording
of the road ahead, ensuring concrete
video evidence is available should it
be required.

CABIN

HKS Turbo Timer Type 0, Defi Advance
CR Gauges (Turbo, Water Temperature, Oil
Temperature & Control Unit), Apexi RSM
Black Edition, Pivot Shift Lamp, Recaro
SPG II Blue, SSCUS E8, Momo Nero Shift
Gear, Momo Leather Boot Quark Black,
Momo Pit Stop Caron Handbrake Cover,
Momo Black Leather Pit Stop Boot, Razo
Formula Spec Pedals, Fabulous X HUD,
DOD GS600 In-Car Camera, Pivot Push
Start

Upon entering the cabin, the A-pillar
mounted Hivi speakers are an easy
spot. Besides meaning serious
business, the strategic location
delivers accurate sound staging for
the occupants’ pleasure. Rear fill is
taken care by a pair of Hertz speaker
while taking residence in the boot is
a pair of Rockford P2 subwoofer. To
cope with the hunger for additional
watts, three amplifiers were hooked
up and all is controlled and fine-tuned
using a Pioneer P80RSII.

ICE

Pioneer AVH-P4150DVD, Pioneer DEHP80RSII c/w Steering Control, 3 Way Hivi
Speakers & Pods, Hertz EV165 (Rear), Ciare
CPW2060, Ciare CPW4060, Rockford
Fosgate T400-2, Rockford Fosgate P2
Subwoofer x 2, Reverse Camera, Digital TV
Mobile, Sound Proofing (4 Doors)

An All-Rounded Approach
Ticking the boxes of what a moderately
tuned daily drive should be like, Luis’s
Mazda3 provides comfort, better
handling characteristics and most
importantly, power at the tap of your
right foot. And before we forget, looks
to boot too!

EXHAUST

Custom 4-2-1 Extractor w/2.25” Mid Pipe,
Sebring Exhaust Muffler
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PARTS

1. Glassylite

2. Sonax Rim Cleaner

Glassylite, a revolutionary product trusted
by professionals is now available in DIY
form. Restore the shine and clarity in your
aged headlights in just a few simple steps.
Oxidised headlights cause poor light
projection, diffusing and scattering the
light and obstructs the driver’s view. Upon
application, a protective coat further prevents
the reoccurrence of such oxidisation.

Remove those stubborn stains
and restore the shine to your rims
with the Sonax Rim Cleaner. A
highly effective acid-free special
cleaner for all types of steel and
light alloy wheels, it easily removes
even the most stubborn dirt, such
as burnt-on brake dust, oil and
rubber residue and other road dirt.

Entrust Auto – 8112 2430

Merlin Motor Works – 6484 5225

3. Lukas Blackbox

4. Rear Boot Lip for Lexus IS250

Korea’s number 1 car blackbox is now available in
Singapore. Boasting real HD 720P video recording
capabilities and an ultra wide 132° viewing angle, the
Lukas Blackbox easily meets the needs of the demanding
user. Its stylish and modern design easily compliments
the plush interior of even the most luxurious of cars,
making it the top choice for many drivers. In addition,
the Lukas Blackbox is the only product in the market
that has a digital speedometer display on its back.

Owners of executive makes seldom go beyond a few subtle touches in
fear of spoiling the overall looks of the car. This rear boot lip for the IS250
will not only add to the overall appeal of the Lexus, but sets you aside
from the crowd as well.

Honto International – 6555 1052

Fabulous-X – 6841 7697

Gadgets & Gizmos
There's no point in having a powerful car
if it doesn't have the right accessories to complement it.

5. SmartLeather

6. LED Day Light

SmartLeather cleans and conditions all
fine automotive leather surfaces in one
easy step. Not only does it cleans and
conditions the surface, SmartLeather
also moisturizes and restores the
natural leather fragrance. The special
cleaners in SmartLeather gently clean
without stripping leather of its natural
oils and moisture.

With the bright LED Day Light, you will definitely dazzle
the crowd wherever you go. Encased in splash and
moisture-proof enclosure, you don’t have to
worry about condensation appearing over
time. Adding a tinge of style during
the day and increasing visibility
at night, you are able to
customize the position of
the LEDs to suit your taste.

Auto Maxima – 9029 1080

Motec – 6265 3558

7. CF Mirror Cover for VW Scirocco

8. Ecliptech Shift-i

With carbon fibre products gaining huge popularity
with the many car enthusiasts, Aeimpex has
further expanded their wide range of CF
products with this mirror cover for the
VW Scirocco. Made of high quality
carbon fibre, this product not
only adds a tinge of style for
the hot hatch, but also sets
you apart from the crowd.

Dubbed the “Ultimate in Progressive Shift Indicators”, the Shift-i is
catered to suit the most basic street users to hardcore racers. The Shift-i
was designed from ground up to be the most well thought-out solution practical features and options that will do the job you need. Featuring 7
super bright wide angle LEDS with fully adjustable
brightness settings, you can digitally
adjust the RPMs which you
want the lights to come
on and when they all flash.

Aeimpex – 9109 7821

Dynotechnica – 6841 1304

9. Philips LED DayLight 4

10. Powerails Type A

Make your presence known with this new automotive lighting solution from
Philips. The Philips LED DayLight 4 ensures maximum visibility for the driver
and makes the ride more conspicuous for other road users. Able to last as
long as the lifetime of the car, the optimised high-power Philips LUXEON
LED technology and high-efficiency reflector found within the Philips LED
DayLight 4 deliver
a highly intense
and wide beam for
maximum visibility.

How comfortable your ride will be depends largely
on your choice of seat. For the flexibility of choice,
the Powerails Type A is a lightweight and sturdy
rail-frame that can accommodate all types of
reclining chairs. With the Powerails,
you do not have to worry about
spending additional money just to get
a set of new railings just to suit your
latest purchase.

Amici Enterprise – 6560 1296

Miki Marketing – 6749 1996
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DYNOTECHNICA
The Performance Specialist

ABOUT US
Being a creation of passion and knowledge,
Dynotechnica specializes in performance
enchancement. This includes dyno services, engine
rebuilt, chassis lightening, race preparation and
engine management by utilizing top of the line
service equipment.
From changing an air filter to mapping your
engine, we do it all! Be it Subaru, Mitsubishi or
other Car Makes, our Dynopack dyno is capable
of enchancing your vehicle's performance.
Dynotechnica tuned cars reached that obtained
number one position in many track and street events
in both Singapore and Malaysia.

Here are the ECUs that DYNOTECHNICA tune:
• APEXi Power
• ECUtek

• AEM ECU
• Dimsport

• Autronics ECU
• Unichip & More!

OUR SERVICES

Engine Rebuilts
Engine Managements
Dyno Services
Race Preparations
Chassis Lightening

Brands We CarrY

The Water-Methanol Injection Experts

DYNOTECHNICA
dynotechnica_220811.indd 1

53 UBI AVE 1 #01-37 PAYA UBI INDUSTRIAL PARK S408934
TEL: 6841 1304 FAX: 6841 1034 EMAIL: BENNY33@PACIFIC.NET.SG
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Feature Car

Going

Beyond

The Surface
Is Don’s CT9A all show and no go? We probe further…

This is how all engine bays should look like!

Photographer Bryan Law / Metamorphosis Production

Voltex’s CF exhaust guard

The Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution
- A name synonymous with high
performance, practicality and great
looks. Based on a rather simple, yet
tremendously successful formula,
the car took the tuning world by
storm, resulting in an endless list of
aftermarket parts from manufacturers
all over the globe. Its versatile
platform coupled with the all-familiar,
WRC-tested 4G63 powerplant made
the car a common sight at all sorts
of motorsports events. The 4-door
sedan body style sits three at the
back with ease, making it suitable for
even for those with new additions to
the family.
In 2007, the 10th generation
Evolution saw its debut in Japan.
For the first time in 15 years, the

Evolution no longer sported a 4G63
engine. Instead, a newly-designed
all-aluminium 4B11 took its place,
reducing engine weight by 12kg.
However, as with all things new, time
was needed for further development
of the engine. As compared to the
4G63 which has been around for
more than a decade, the latter still
remains a popular choice with tuners
worldwide. Furthermore, the radical
new looks of the X wasn’t exactly an
instant hit, with many still preferring
the design of the IV.
Looks with Performance to Boot
Having driven a Mazda RX-8 in the
past, Don was no stranger to the
realm of performance modifications.
“Despite the wide array of aftermarket
options available for the RX-8, the

automatic transmission that mine had
just didn’t sit well with me. It sorely
lacked the excitement of a manual
drive. Heel-toe downshifting and
being in control over the gearshifts is
what makes driving a manual car an
entirely different experience.”
In pursuit of the ultimate driving
experience, Don eventually purchased
a GT model of the Evolution IV.
Within his short two-year ownership,
the car, in the hands of Benny from
Dynotechnica, has since undergone a
major transformation to become what
lies before your eyes.
As previously mentioned, the looks
of the IV was often favoured over
its newer sibling’s. Other than the
addition of a few bolt-on body pieces

from Voltex and Varis, the factory
bumpers and fenders were retained.
As the saying goes, “if it ain’t broken,
don’t fix it.” For increased cooling
efficiency, a Voltex CF front hood with
additional vents took the place of
the factory item. Over at the back, a
Varis rear boot lid of similar composite
coupled with a subtle deck lip made
the car an eye-candy for many.
The interior wasn’t left untouched
either. The standard Defi BF gauges
and a Defi Link Display provide visual
representation of engine statistics.
Boost pressure is kept in check by
the ever-popular HKS EVC 5 boost
controller while a Pivot Shift Lamp
aids in precise gear changes. The
stock Recaro reclinable seats were
retained as they provided comfort
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for daily driving but also reasonable
amounts of grip for Don as he powers
his way through the corners.
To answer our earlier question, “is
the car merely all show and no go?”,
we proceeded to explore what lies
below the front hood. Visually, it didn’t
disappoint. Colour-coded detailing and
a customised wire tuck reduced the
clutter significantly, leaving us with an
extremely positive first impression.

Fast Facts: Mitsubishi
Evolution 9 GT
Engine

Custom Turbo Manifold, Custom
Charge Pipes & Intercooler, FP
Green Turbocharger, Tial Wastegate,
Greddy Type R BOV, Sard Type-RJ
Fuel Regulator, 750cc Fuel Injectors,
Walbro Fuel Pump, Ported and Polished
Cylinder Head, HKS Air Intake, Carbing
Oil Catch Tank, Koyo Aluminium Racing
Radiator, Ralliart Radiator Cap, Samco
Silicon Hoses, APR CF Radiator Cooling
Plate, Custom Wire Tuck, ECU Reflash,
Custom Battery Relocation, Varis CF
Plug & Timing Belt Cover

Performance-wise, it was no let-down
either. Power figures stand at 550HP
and 720Nm of torque, all thanks to
the uprated FP Green turbocharger
attached to a custom exhaust manifold.
In addition to the previously mentioned
HKS EVC 5, a Tial wastegate was
also installed to further regulate
boost pressure. A common sight in
performance car these days, the dry
cell battery was relocated to the rear
for better weight distribution as well as
to make space for the all-familiar HKS
“mushroom” filter. 750cc injectors and
a Sard Type-RJ FPR provide the extra

fuel needed for proper combustion to
extract maximum power. To cool things
down a notch, an APR CF cooling
plate directs oncoming air towards an
aluminium Koyo radiator hooked up to
the engine via Samco silicon hoses.
To cope with all 720Nm of torque that
this IV pushes out, an Ogura Twin Plate
Carbon Clutch is roped in to eliminate
any possibility of slippage. Maximum
traction is achieved with Toyo R1R tyres
wrapped round 18” Ralliart rims while
stopping the car in a heartbeat is a set
of AP Racing brakes. With intentions of
heading up North for track sessions,
Don further beefed up the handling
capabilities of his ride with various
chassis strengthening bars as well as
coilovers from Aragosta.
Our Conclusion
Decked out in full Dynotechnica
livery, Don’s ride easily catches one’s
attention. But should you be wondering
if its performance matches up to its
loud exterior, we hope we’ve answered
your question.

Drivetrain

Ogura Twin Plate Carbon Clutch, Ogura
Flywheel

Undercarriage

AP Racing Front 6-pot & Rear 4-pot
Brake Kit, Aragosta Coilover, Carbing
Front & Rear Strut Bar, Carbing
Undercarriage Brace, Room Bar, 18”
Ralliart Rims, Toyo R1R Tyres

Exterior

Voltex Front Lip, Voltex Side Skirts,
Longacre Front Lip Support Rods,
Voltex CF Bonnet, Varis CF Boot, Varis
CF Rear Boot Lip, Ganador Mirrors,
Voltex CF Exhaust Guard

Cabin

Recaro Driver & Passenger Seat, Ralliart
Gearknob, Defi Link Display, Defi BF
Amber Gauges (Water Temperature,
Oil Temperature, Oil Pressure, Fuel
Pressure, Turbo), HKS EVC 5, Apexi
Turbo Timer, Pivot Shift Lamp

ice

Alpine CDA-9885 Headunit
guard

Exhaust

Apexi N1 Exhaust Muffler, Custom 3”
Mid Pipe
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TALK

Up Close and Personal With BCC
We quiz Francis, General Manager of BCC on what BCC and their new Toh Tuck branch is all about.

Hi Francis, thank you for taking the
time to join us today. How about
telling us what is BCC all about?
BCC has been in the automotive arena
since 1975. We started off from a
Mobil Service Station to our current
workshop which has a capacity of 21
work bays with a total staff strength of
over 30 employees.
What kind of experience do
you guys strive to provide to all
customers?
We want all our customers to feel at
ease when they send their cars to BCC
for servicing simply because it is our
company’s policy to obtain the owner’s
authorisation before we commence
any further repairs. If additional faults
are found and repair works are carried
out with prior permission from the
owner, the cost of the additional parts
will be on the house!
Furthermore, when customers return
to collect their vehicles, our service
advisors will go through with them
the parts that were faulty and why
a replacement was recommended.
At the same time, we take this
opportunity to educate our customers
on the functionality of the parts and
the possible consequences that might
occur if it was not replaced.
What we want to achieve here is for
our customers to know what they are
paying for and also for them to get a
better understanding of their vehicles.
They can even have the option to bring
back the replaced parts with them if
they want to.
The purpose of such procedures is
to change the typical mindset of car

owners that workshops are always out
to “cheat” car owners. By imparting
our knowledge to you, the chances of
you getting “cheated” will be reduced
tremendously as you are already well
versed in the different components and
its functionality.

He has over a decade of hands-on
experience with BMW automobiles and
coupled with our state-of-the-art BMW
diagnostic equipment, this should be
a piece of good news for all BMW
owners, especially for those staying in
the western region of Singapore.

That sounds interesting. So what
does BCC specialise in and what
makes BCC stand out in the
industry?
Our main outlet is at Sin Ming Industrial
Estate specialises in all French makes
namely Renault, Peugeot & Citreon. Of
course, all other makes are welcomed
as well.

What made you guys decide to
setup a workshop that specialises
in BMW cars?
There are three main reasons why we
came to such a decision.

On 1st July 2011, we witnessed the
opening of BCC (Deutsch) Automotive
Pte Ltd which is situated at 50 Old
Toh Tuck Road (inside CNG refuelling
station) which specialises in BMW
and yes, needless to say, all other
makes are welcomed as well! As for
the second part of your question, in
actual fact, BCC doesn’t stand out
but instead, we stand in between!
In between agent and independent
workshops. Let me explain further.
BCC is able to provide the necessary
skill sets which only agent workshops
possess at a much lower pricing
comparable to that of independent
workshops. It would be something like
seeing a specialist, but only paying the
fees of a general practitioner.
Tell us more about the new shop
located at Toh Tuck!
This workshop’s speciality is in BMW
vehicles and is headed by our BMWtrained workshop manager, Mr
Prakash.

(i) We understand that if owners of
parallel imported BMW vehicles were
to send their rides to an authorised
BMW dealer to have them serviced
or diagnosed, they will have to pay
quite a substantial “registration” fee
before they can have their cars looked
at. Some owners may not be willing
to pay such fees hence we decided
to provide them with an alternative
solution to meet their needs.
(ii) For a greater peace of mind,
potential buyers of pre-owned BMW
vehicles can opt to have their cars
“screened” by BCC’s diagnostic
equipment. This will help ensure these
cars they do not have any electronic
faults before committing to the
purchase. No one likes to buy a faulty
car and this screening can help avoid
such a situation.
(iii) We also tailor our services to suit
busy BMW owners who find it hard
to adhere to the appointment dates
scheduled by agent workshops.
Here at BCC, we do not require such
appointments to be made; just drive in
to our premises and leave the rest of
to us!

What unique or specialised
services can BMW drivers look
forward to at the new workshop?
We make it a point to take care of
your car like it’s our own; and yes, we
practise what we preach. For every
car that is driven in, it is our standard
operating procedure that a seat cover,
a steering wheel cover as well as a
paper mat is fixed up before our staff
enters your car.
Every oil change comes with a
computer diagnostic scan to ensure
there are no electronic faults within the
system. A BCC 40-point inspection
certificate, followed by a complimentary
car wash and vacuum service is also
provided.
Any future plans for further
expansion or improvement on
what BCC can offer to its loyal
customers?
I would say that over at BCC, we
will do our utmost and strive to work
towards bringing the best value to all
our customers.
We believe that as long as we treat our
customers with honesty and sincerity,
our customers will stay with us. In time
to come, we might even import spare
parts for BMW rides so as to provide
our customers with the most cost
effective maintenance programme.
Thank you so much for your time,
Francis. Anything last words for
our readers?
Do make use of our current promotion
- a free diagnostic check for your BMW!
Don’t worry, there are no gimmicks
involved and no purchase is required.
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SHOP

F.P Enterprise
Your preferred choice for quality rims

Rims and tyres are often the first
upgrade that many purchase for their
new ride. Besides giving the car a bit
more personality, fitting wider rims and
tyres can also improve the handling of
your ride. With the countless brands
available in the market, it is not an
easy task when it comes to shopping
for that new pair of shoes for your
ride.
For most, design is the single more
important factor when making
their selection. Some may prefer
a 3-spoke design, but for some,
the more the merrier. Lip or no lip,
chrome, matt black or bronze, the
choices are endless. For those who
go beyond the surface, quality and

weight are also important factors that
should be taken into consideration.
We’ve seen photos of cracked rims
that are a result of inferior materials
and sub-standard quality control. This
becomes a huge safety hazard to not
only yourself, but to other road users
as well.
Over at F.P Enterprise, the FP Racing
rims that they carry are of high
quality to ensure that the wheels
you purchase get both looks and
strength to perform on the road. From
design, to production, to the final QC
process, no corners are cut and no
compromises are made.
FP Racing rims are available in a

wide range of designs and colours
to perfectly complement your car.
In order to provide best value to
their customers, F.P Enterprise has
managed to keep operating costs
low and in turn pass on the savings to
their customers. Should you be taken
aback by their huge selection of rims,
do not worry. With great emphasis
placed on both quality and service,
the staff over at F.P Enterprise will not
only patiently answer your questions,
but ensure that your car is in great
hands when replacing your rims.
If you’re in the market for a set of
new rims, do not hesitate to pay F.P
Enterprise a visit. A wide selection
of quality rims coupled with great
service will ensure your experience
will be nothing short of pleasant.

F.P Enterprise Trading is located
at 21 Kaki Bukit Industrial Terrace,
Singapore 416101. Call 6746 5311
or visit http://www.fp-racing.com for
more information.
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Servicing Bay

Alignment

General Repair Bay

Spray Painting

Washing Bay

Customer Lounge

Servicing Package

Night & Weekends Servicing is strictly by appointment basis only.
Night servicing (6pm-11pm)
Weekend & PH (9am-6pm)
Mann Filter
Servicing
Amsoil
from

Agip

$68*
only

Package A: $118 (5w/40) 4 litres
Package B: $108 (10w/40) 4 litres

$108 (5w/40) 4 litres
Package B: $98 (10w/40) 4 litres
Package A:

$148 (0w/30, 5w/30, 10w/40, 20w/50) 4 litres
Package B: $158 (5w/40) 4 litres

Package A:

All the above mentioned package includes free oil filter and 18- point check.

car Polishing Special

Call us for appointment now!

We Are Here!

$88*
UP $120

Batteries from
$110 onwards

24 HR Towing Services
9101 3232

Present this
leaflet to enjoy
this special
promotion!

6 times
polishing
Package
from $498*
All polishing come with
free vaccum and wash!

*Terms & conditions apply. All prices inclusive of GST.

213 Kranji Road Singapore 739485 Tel: 6559 8944 Fax: 6515 3144
Website: www.bhauto.com.sg Email: info@bhauto.com.sg
Operation Hours: Monday- Saturday: 9am to 6pm
BH Auto_030611.indd 1
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Bring yourself up to speed with the latest tech
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i.C.E.
in - car entertainment special

Blue On Black
Showcasing the best from Blaupunkt
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Trade-in

your existing
head-unit now to
enjoy this

Launching Blaupunkt latest multimedia
the only double din with 2 built-in maps.

Authorised Distributor:

promotional
price @ $999*
Retail Price $1499.

* Terms & Conditions
Trade-in set must be in working condition.

Amici Enterprise Pte Ltd (Tel: 6560 1296)

Dealers:

Autobacs Venture Singapore Pte Ltd – 30 Bukit Batok Ave 6 / 10 Ubi View Road • AutoImage Enterprise – 159 SIn Ming Road Amtech Bldg #01-09 • Express Motion Pte Ltd – 920
Upper Thomson Road • Five Luck Enterprise – Blk 127 Bukit Merah Lane 1 #01-226 • H-Tyre Pte Ltd – 46 Bendemeer Road • Hai Wee Enterprise – Blk 271 #01-140 Bukit Batok East Ave
4 • King’s Way Sound Garage – Blk 1060 Eunos Ave 3 #01-186/188 / Kaki Bukit Ave 6 #02-53 • Nam Huat Car Audio Pte Ltd – 352 Jurong East Street 31 #01-131 / 21 Toh Guan Road
East #01-14 Toh Guan Centre / 176 Sin Ming Drive #02-22 Sin Ming Autocare • Pin Liang Enterprises – Blk 92 Zion Road #01-197 • ST Moblie – 541 Balastier Road / 443 Changi Road •
Stamford Tyres Int’l Pte Ltd – 19 Lok Yang Way Jurong / 31 Loyang Way / Blk 10 AMK AutoPoint #01-14 Ang Ko Ko Ind Pk 2A / 455 Macpherson Rd / 9006 Tampines St. 93 #01-196 / 10
Admiralty Road #01-85 North Link Building / 8 Kung Chong Road / BLK 28 Midview City #01-138/13, No. 18 Sin Ming Lane • Tong Lee Wee Auto Accessories Co. – 278 Macpherson
Road • Vision Auto Air-Con Auto Accessories – 106 Rangoon Road • Wee Heng Auto Supply – 460 Upper Serangoon Road / 115 Eunos Ave 3

Amici.indd 1
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I.C.E. Review

1. Blaupunkt New
York 800

2. Blaupunkt
THA 275 PnP

Sporting a 6.2” touchscreen
display, the Blaupunkt New
York 800 double din headunit
provides you a wide variety of
entertainment options plus a
user-friendly navigation function.

The perfect solution for improving
the sound on your stock car audio
system has finally arrived.

Designed and built with both
functionality and styling in mind,
this headunit supports a wide
range of multimedia formats
such as MP3, WMA, AVI,

MPEG and DivX. There are also
multiple inputs for your USB
devices, SD cards and a direct
control function for your iPod or
iPhone. The integrated handsfree
operating system allows you to
answer and make calls with ease
via Bluetooth while its superior
navigation guidance will bring
you to your desired location with
ease. The New York 800 also
comes with a rear-view camera
input which makes parking a
breeze.
Amici Enterprise – 6560 1296

stylish 2-channel amplifier allows
installation in tight spaces such as
behind the dash or under the seats
and yet still offers sufficient power
to improve the sound quality of your
audio system. A direct AUX input
further allows you to easily hook
it up to external sources such as
your iPod or iPhone for convenient
playback of your favourite tracks.

The Blaupunkt THA 275 PnP
allows for simple and quick
installation in numerous car models
with no crimping, splicing or any
sort of wiring hassle. All thanks
to Blaupunkt’s comprehensive
range of vehicle-specific wiring
harnesses,
every
connection
is a straightforward, plug-andplay affair. With a max output
of 300 watts, this small and

Amici Enterprise – 6560 1296

PUSHING
BOUNDARIES

Push the tempo and take your party on the road
with these aurally powerful systems

3. Soundstream
PCC.6N
From Soundstream’s Picasso
Series comes the PCC.6N 6.5”
2-way
component
speaker
system.
The signature spider grille
that adorns a wide range
of
Soundstream
speakers
makes
this
6.5”
speaker
the natural choice when it
comes to aesthetics. Instantly
recognisable, this component
speaker system features woven

glass fiber/spruce pulp laminate
cone woofer for accurate sound
reproduction. A vented pole piece
aids in better heat dissipation,
ensuring consistent performance
even at higher volumes. Passive
crossovers and Teflon/silk dome
with resin coating tweeters
complete the package to give
you top-notch sound quality
coupled with a stylish design.
Motec – 6265 3558

4. Pioneer
DEH-6350SD
If single din headunits are your
thing, then you’ll certainly be
impressed by Pioneer’s DEH6350SD audio receiver.
Featuring seamless connections,
stellar quality and superior
convenience, the Pioneer DEH6350SD delivers the optimal
performance every user yearns
for. The 2 line LCD panel allows
convenient display of current
playback source and other
information at a glance. For
excellent sound quality,
you can rely on the
D E H - 6 3 5 0 S D ’s
MOSFET 50W x 4

amplifier which promises minimal
distortion and efficient power
handling while an advance
sound retriever enhances audio
reproduction by restoring lost
data during digital compression
process. The front panel features
an AUX input for your MP3
players and a USB port for
additional media playback and
iPod and iPhone direct control is
also supported.
Motec – 6265 3558
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" More than two thousand vehicles in Singapore have already
gone through the e-power transformation. "

Free Installation,
Free Trial, Money Back-guarantee

Special Promotion!
$230

Suitable for all petrol, diesel and CNG engines.

I am a newly converted adopter of the E-PowerSystem as advertised in REV magazine. There are so many raving testimonials and there is a free trial ongoing now so why not give it a go. This is one of the best
decision I have ever made. Met Mr Lim and he installed the Intermediate System to get me initiated. The instant change is incredible as the car became smoother just with 2 devices installed. I went to the main road

Money well spent!

Steven Lee / Channel Sales Executive M1 Limited (Singapore)

The car feels lighter and accelerates much faster. It is simply incredible. I am also surprise that my engine is quieter, smoother, so much more responsive and the gear change quicker and smoother. I never expected
so many positive changes to my car. Picking up speed and overtaking is a breeze. Its a dream come true. For all new owners of the E-Power System, please be light on your throttle and get used to the power and
response first before you start to “wack”. Allow yourself time to adapt to the new behavior of your car, I almost bang into the vehicle in front of me after the traffic light turns green with my usual pressure applied on
the accelerator. The E-Power System has made my drive more enjoyable and the urge to ram my car at every opportunity is almost uncontrollable. It’s like a drug addict craving for more drugs. I am not sure if this
is the only one of its kind in the world but I can assure you that no other products that I know which is available locally can give you similar results like the E-Power System. You will be amazed.

I have been looking into improving the low end torque of my car for several years now since I got my Volvo S40. It is so frustrating when my car lacks the power whenever I try to overtake. I have installed almost
every product available in the market that claims to improve the horsepower and torque of cars. Devices that look sophisticated and “hi-tech” but sadly none of them works, wasting much of my hard-earned money
and time. I wanted to give myself a last try before I give up all hope of trying to improve my car. I met Mr. Lim after reading the many testimonials advertised on the E-Power System in the Rev magazine. I was
skeptical at first but after the first installation, I could feel the instant power and response that my car display.

Continental goodness

Regards,
Sunil Kumar

I want to thank you personally for bringing new life into my old dame’ Betsy. My old mercedes benz 1989 W124 200E now has a better pick-up. The E-Power System works wonders. I was in the beginning spectical
cause mine was an old car and was wondering whether the product would work. I am currently in Stage I and am already itching for Stage II. Thank you and God bless!

Bringing new life back into your old car

K.L Tham / Honda Stream - CNG

I am a newly converted adopter of the E-Power System. I came across the system while picking up a copy of REV magazine. All this while I was looking out for a power system that could ramp up the speed of my
CNG powered Honda Stream. Looking through the testimonials and the promise of a free trial, I decided to give it a shot. I met up with Mr Lim at my place and he just stuck a few pieces of “rubber” and meshing
onto my engine. “Let’s go for a test drive” he says. I was sceptical. What can a few pieces of “rubber” do? Boy was I wrong! The engine seems to breathe new life. My ride was exhilarating! The acceleration was
awesome! My foot on the gas pedal was light and I was ahead of the likes of petrol powered cars, good makes at that and of course, even the taxis. Now even climbing hill on CNG is a breeze. Best of all, my fuel
consumption has also improve on running on CNG by at least 30km! Truly, the amazing “rubber” does what it claims! Thank you so much Mr Lim. I will be saving to purchase the next set on my petrol engine! I
will gladly recommend your wonderful system to my friends! Keep it coming!

Working its wonders on CNG engines

Marcus Chan

I am still Loving it every minute of my drive every time I drive my car!!
Thank you E-Power System and Thank you, Mr. Lim!

The same system was later transferred to my 2007 Forester and subsequently to my current 2009 2.5 Forestor XT. I no longer feel the turbo lag in my car anymore. Its like driving a powerful normal aspirated car.

Had used the E-Power System for my humble 1.4L K12 Nissan March since 2007 and have never looked back!!
Initially I was very skeptical that a few small devices could improve performance (even braking power, noise level and ‘feel’)! But once I got Mr. Lim to keep adding over a period of time, my little March could fly
on the N-S highway to KL loaded with 4 big sized adults. My March used to have difficulty accelerating from 80 km/h. E-Power System has brought me much Joy and a small “set-back” (cost of the E-Power system
Installation). I love to have my car roaring when I accelerate. E-Power System has silenced and smoothen that roar from my humble March.

Loving every minute of the drive

Testimonials

Established since 2002
• Increase engine power
• Increase engine torque
• Improve throttle response
• Remove low-end lethargy
• Remove high-end breathlessness
• Remove engine flat-spot
• Reduce engine noise
• Reduce engine vibration
• Reduce turbo lag
• Enhanced overtaking power

We will change the way you drive!
The ONLY one of its kind in the world

Close-up of Ultrasonic Aircharger
in a Lamborghini Gallardo

Scalar Wrap

For enquiry, appointments and on-site installation at your convenience:

Scalar Ionic Charger

Aero-Mesh

E-mail: enquiry@epowersystem.com • Website : http://epowersystem.com
Telephone: 65-63001911 • Mobile Phone Number: 65-90011086

E-Power System as installed
in a Lamborghini Gallardo

Mash Sarpowan Director of Precision Golf Academy.

Ultrasonic Aircharger

A very happy customer I am indeed since Sept 2010. How selfish we humans are by keeping the good things to ourselves. Not me. Please be informed that I am a happy customer who wishes to share information
about my new joy ride everyday. It all began when I was browsing the net and saw E-Power. What? Driving a 7.5 seconds 0-100km/hr MRS 2007, I called and had an appointment that took several minutes to install
the first set and.... Wow Wow! 6.5 seconds! I was shocked! I decided to add on some magic stage II discovery by this man called Mr Lim. Now my car is flying smoothly! Kinda exaggerated but that’s how I feel. I
take the long route home because this system does save your petrol too.

Sharing is caring

Mrs. Hasnul Hezry

Initially, I had difficulty picking up speed, and experienced jerky gear changes. But after installing the E-Power System devices, my car’s journey has become smoother, more comfortable and definitely more
enjoyable. And surprise surprise, my fuel consumption improved significantly!! My car used to travel about 150km at the half-tank mark before I refill the tank. I am now constantly travelling about 200 odd km at
the half-tank mark. I didn’t expect the latter to happen by so much, so soon!! From actually dreading to have passengers in my car, I now love zipping around with my loved ones and friends in my newly improved
peugeot-1007 :) Thanks so very much Mr Lim and E-Power System for making this happen! It has changed the way I drive.

My wife was complaining about her car due to lack or power and response. She always gets ”horned” at by other motorists because her car lacks the response and acceleration to get her out of those embarrassing
situations. On seeing the E-Power advertisement, I decided to give it a try on my wife’s car and hopefully get the “nagging’ out of the way. When the E-Power System was installed on my wife’s car, I could see the smile
and joy on her face and I was thinking to myself, if it can do so much for my wife, will it be able to improve my already powerful and economical car. I was really surprised at the improvement to the acceleration and
response to my car after installing the E-Power System. I have since enjoy driving my car even more and take every opportunity to “wack” my car. What came to my surprise is that despite the constant “wacking” I
do not experience any increase in fuel consumption. You do not know what you are missing till you give it a try.
Mr. Hasnul Hezry

Happy Family

Mr. Burhan Bin Saleh - Auxiliary Police Officer / Email: ubi_dude@yahoo.com.sg

Driving my Kia Rio 1.4L MT at stage II is just like driving a 2L car. Smooth, responsive, powerful, reduction in engine noise and of course lots of improvement in my fuel consumption and drastic savings in petrol.
Being a E-Power System user for 3 years, I’m still calling Mr. Lim to fix devices on my new car Honda Fit 1.3L AT and with his new 3G devices I must say ‘WOW!’ Together with the 2G devices these new ones are
even more powerful hence petrol consumption on my Fit is so much improved on my already economical Fit. The other thing I like about the E-Power System is that it allows me to upgrade the System when my
budget permits. So what are you waiting for? The trial is free! Give Mr. Lim a call and like me, I’m still smiling, you won’t regret it for sure! Thank You Mr.Lim for showing me the E-Power System!

In early 2008, before I knew about E-Power System, for many months I’ve been looking for petrol saving devices for my old Kia Rio 1.4L MT. It is well known that this Kia model is reputed to have high consumption
of petrol. I’m glad that I came across E-Power System advertisement. I called Mr. Lim for an appointment and from that day on when Mr. Lim fixed the devices I’ve never looked back! I like the response and power
of my car. My most excited experience is that I’m able to beat all the Hyundai Sonata taxi in friendly drag at the traffic lights and that the taxis are always way behind me.

Power with economy

Wesley Sum / Assistant V.P Barclay Bank

Stage 1 price is pretty steep for me and I was hesitating to commit my hard earned dough. Mr Lim is very patient and he gave me 2 more tests with and without 5 items of Stage 1. The sheer increase in excitement
and passion in driving my car has mercilessly kicked my logic away and I am a proud owner of E-PowerSystem Stage 1. Many people will be skeptical about this unconventional technology and I was too. But once
you try it out, you will never turn back. And the amazing part is that Mr Lim invented this system and the current 3G generation is one of his finest. What won me over is that it doesn’t require major changes to
your engines and the enhancements are barely noticeable. Best of all, you can transfer them to your next ride easily so your money is well utilized. Icing on the cake will be when you stop at the next traffic light and
accelerate past all the “fierce cars” with your seemingly innocent family car. (FYI my ride is a 2008 1.6L Toyota Corolla Altis)

and he encouraged me to floor my throttle. The car is much quicker to accelerate and I am grinning ear to ear. But this is just the beginning. Next, he let me try the stage 1 with around 10 items installed. He warned
me to be light on the throttle and get used to the power. This might sound exaggerated but his advise is very sound. My car seems to have a new life breathed into it. You will feel the same excitement as though you
just received a brand new car. At the same stretch of road where I floored my throttle, my car surged on with gusto like a raging bull. Normally, the RPM will hit 3000 and changed gear slowly as it is programmed to
be a comfortable ride. Now it pulled to 4500 and changed gears and swiftly moved to 4500 again. In the end of the test, my adrenaline is rushing and hands trembling. Sounds like I just went through the Battlestar
Galactica but even better.

I.C.E. Car

Precision Audio
Engineering
Photographer Peter Lee / Metamorphosis Production

We take a peek at Blaupunkt’s very own demo car

Founded in 1923 in Berlin, Germany,
Blaupunkt GmbH was initially known
at “Ideal”, before changing to its
current name in 1938. The name
Blaupunkt, German for “blue point”,
was derived from the blue dot that
was painted on headphones that
had passed quality control.
Currently the leading brand for car
audio equipment in many parts of
the world, particularly in Europe,
Blaupunkt is commonly associated
with quality and innovative power.

Blaupunkt products are often found
as standard equipment on numerous
vehicles, a testimonial to the high
quality of their products.
Getting Started
What better way to showcase the
finesse of Blaupunkt than to build
a demo car filled with numerous
components from the German
manufacturers themselves? For that,
Amici Group enlisted the technical
expertise of audio installer Express
Motion who fully handled the build

from start to finish. Of course, there
can be no demo car without a car
to begin with. A Hyundai Tuscani,
a compact coupe from the Korean
manufacturer was chosen for the
role.
The Tuscani’s exterior saw the
addition of Blaupunkt vinyls, a
hint of what to expect beneath its
shell. Elsewhere, the factory panels
were retained, as emphasis was
placed on aural, rather than visual
representation.

Being tasked to perform its duties
as a demo car for the German
brand, the Tuscani saw its factory
stereo system fully replaced by
Blaupunkt items. At the front, a
New York 800 head unit offers users
countless entertainment options
over the factory unit. A 6.2” touch
screen display offers easy navigation
between the various menus and
also allows playback of various
multimedia formats. Connectivity
is further enhanced through the
Bluetooth function which provides

Multi-tasking in a big way - Blaupunkt’s New York 800 head unit
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A display of Blaupunkt’s finest

Customisation at its best

hands-free calling. As the only double din
head unit with built-in dual map capability,
the navigation feature of the New York 800
will guide you to your desired location,
hassle-free. An additional rear USB port will
accommodate a diverse range of memory
media while the clean lines of the double din
unit sits perfectly with the coupe’s interior.
For accurate reproduction of the finest
tunes, two sets of speakers from the
Blaupunkt GT Power series were selected.
At the rear, a pair of subwoofers from the
same series provides low thumping beats
which will satisfy even the harshest critics.
The GT Power series addresses those who
like to paint the town red. An aggressive
design and impressive performance data
offer the car hi-fi expert the highest sound
pleasure.

Special edition GTA 4 amplifiers

To feed the power-hungry speakers, a
total of three amplifiers were meticulously
installed in the rear trunk of the Tuscani,
with two of them being limited edition
models which not only scores in the
looks department, but packs a mean
punch as well. The third amplifier, and
perhaps the most unique of the trio, is a
plug-and-play offering which promises an
improvement in sound quality without the
hassle of conventional amplifiers. As the
name suggests, installation is a hassle-free
experience with no major modifications
required and its compact size enables it to
be installed in almost anywhere.
Our Verdict
The seamless integration of Blaupunkt
products throughout the car truly
showcased what the German manufacturer
has to offer. Be it visual presentation or
sound quality, this demo car easily fulfils
both criteria to make it a masterpiece in its
class.

Fast Facts:
Hyundai Tuscani 2.0A (GK)
I.C.E

Blaupunkt New York 800 w/Built-In Navigation
System, Audison Bit One, Blaupunkt GT
Power 65.2c 6” 2-way Component Speaker,
Blaupunkt GT Power 66.3x 6” 3-way Triaxial
Speaker, 2 x Blaupunkt GTA 4 Special Edition
2011, Blaupunkt THA 275 PnP Amplifier, 2 x
Blaupunkt GT Power 1000W Subwoofer
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Protect New
Headlamps
& Restore
The Old

Revolutionary
Weather Shield with
Nano Sealant

Japan
Liquid Glass
Technology

• Shines Brighter, See Better
• Safer Drive At Night
• Glassy Headlamps, Cool New Look

DIY Kit Contents: 1 kit = 2 headlamps

• Sandpaper 1500 x 1
• Sandpaper 3000 x 1
• 2 packs Ace Cleaner
• 5 pcs paper towels
Ingredients:
Ace Cleaner/ 4g / Sachet
Active Ingredients:
Sodium Metailicate

• 2 packs Hyper Shine
Ingredients:
Hyper Shine / 4g / Sachet
Active Ingredients:
Aluminium Oxide,
Petrol Chemicals

IMPORTED Light TRANSMISSION

• 1 bottle Nano Sealant
Ingredients:
Nano Sealant / 2g / Bottle
Active Ingredients:
Oligo Silane

RestorLite

Before Glassylite:
Oxidized Headlamps cause
poor light projection, obstructing
driver’s view of hazards ahead

After:
Nano Sealant fills up pits
in the uneven surface,
allowing smooth and
unobstructed light
transmission.

After Glassytlite:
Clear headlamps allow light to
project further, allowing driver to
see approaching obstacles

Brightness

B1

0

Distance

D1

Brightness

B2

D1 Distance

0

t
Af
er

re
fo

Finishing

Before:
The oxidized layer
blocks light and
causes it to diffuse
and scatter, resulting
in poor lighting.

World’s No.1 Headlamp Treatment
Be

Glassy

Improved light projection

Lasting Effect
Superb Result
Safer

Without RestorGlass protection,
direct exposure to UV, in addition to
air cause the polycarbonate surface
to oxidize, turn it yellow.

Power with less fuel

After Restorlite’s treatment, the
degraded surface regains its gloss and
is protected with RestorGlass, reducing
the headlamp’s oxidation potential.

30 days
money back
gurantee!

Life Depends On It!

Panther Benefits
Fuel Savings up to 25%
Increase torque and horse power up to 12%
Lower Engine Noise
Cleaner Exhaust

Developed and engineered in Japan, the Panther utilizes the latest Micro-Energy
Optimizing (MEO) Technology, giving your car more power with less fuel.
The Panther works independently from the vehicle’s on-board computer unit (ECU)
without interfering with its original system.

Eco Product
Just plug in Panther into your vehicle’s cigarette lighter socket and
it’ll start saving fuel for you. Suitable for all 12v lighter sockets

Entrust Auto Pte Ltd
158 Kallang Way #03-631 Singapore 349245
Tel: 8112 2430 Fax: 6382 3273
Email: francis@entrustauto.com Website: www.entrustauto.com

EntrustAuto_220811.indd 1

Dealers Enquiries Welcome!
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Weather

the Storm with Ease
Frameless wipers are a common sight on cars these days.
But are they really delivering the goods?

The growing car population has
resulted in frequently congested
roads, especially during morning
and evening peak hours. With
the bumper to bumper traffic
some face on a daily basis, much
attention has been turned towards
the safety aspect of their rides.
However, the single biggest factor
in vehicle safety isn’t the latest in
airbag technology or electronic
driver aids; it is the driver’s vision.

ways of increasing visibility is
simply frequent inspection and
replacement of worn wiper blades.

Sudden passing showers and
even heavy downpours are not
uncommon in our tropical climate.
The ability to maintain decent
visibility even in rainy weather hence
becomes a “must-have” for all
drivers. Ironically, one of the easiest
and probably least expensive

The Twister brand should be
no stranger to you if you’re the
discerning consumer who wants
only the best for your ride. Since the
early 2000s, Twister windscreen
wipers have received much acclaim
from countless users who place
great trust in them. Determined to

It is a common sight these days
to see many drivers opting for
frameless
windscreen
wipers
over conventional ones. Besides
being visually more attractive as
compared to their counterparts,
efficiency over many aspects are
far superior as well.

further improve on their products,
their latest frameless wiper
blade series, the Platinum, is a
result of intensive research and
development by Entrust Auto.
Based on a design which takes
into
consideration
comfort,
safety, aerodynamic appearance
and environmental factors, this
Platinum series ensures a silent,
crystal clear wipe as well as proper
fitment across various car makes
and models.
Visually, the outstanding aesthetics
not only pleases the eye, but
also improves its performance. A
broader upper body acts as a shield
from direct sunlight to lengthen the
lifespan of the HTV Rubber wiper

blade. The revolutionary patented
aerodynamic design not only
reduces vibration and judder at all
speeds in all conditions, but lowers
wind noise by considerable levels
as well.
Going beyond its exterior, an
internal stainless steel spine
moulds itself to all windshield
angles with an even pressure
throughout the entire length of
the blade. This enhanced sealing
surface, coupled with an integrated
spoiler, greatly eliminates water
even during heavy downpours.
To top it all off, all Platinum series
wiper blades come with a one year
warranty against manufacturing
defects for that added boost in
consumers’ confidence.
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SHOP

Merlin Motor Works
The one workshop you can rely on

Motor Works provides a wide range
of services that will cater to owners of
different makes and models. Servicing
your automotive will be a pleasant
experience and you can expect work
of the highest quality that will gain
your trust and satisfaction.

Reliability and honesty are no doubt
crucial requirements regardless of the
industry you’re in. A huge advertising
budget may see your name appearing
in countless media, but negative
word-of-mouth may put all that to
waste. Presence in the industry may
be a good thing, but not when such
presence is for the wrong reasons.
Located in the north of Singapore,
Merlin Motor Works was established
back in the 1970s with customer
satisfaction being their foremost
priority. Their mission, “serve our
customers and delight our customers
through the quality of our products
and services” may seem simple, but
it’s ultimately what they are all about.
With core values such as a customerfirst mentality, building beneficial
relationships, achieving quality results
and most importantly, integrity,
they have grown from their humble
beginnings to what they are today.

To ensure that they constantly keep
in-line with their core values, Merlin
Motor Works is fully equipped with the
latest tools of the trade and facilities
to cater to a wide range of cars. A
competent team of technicians are
also constantly trained to keep up
with the changing technology as well
as to meet new market requirements.

Besides general car servicing,
Merlin Motor Works also offers
performance upgrades for your rides.
These upgrades include engine
management tuning, exhaust system
enhancements, and brake systems
and suspension upgrades. You can
also find performance parts, car care
products and oils and additives that
can be purchased at their premises.
Last, but certainly not least, auto
insurance, claims and loan financing
solutions are also offered by Merlin
Motor Works.

As a one-stop maintenance and
repair workshop service centre, Merlin

At Merlin Motor Works, you can rest
assured that your vehicle will enjoy

professional care in the hands of its
knowledgeable team of technicians.
Merlin Motor Works is located at
10 Ang Mo Kio Industrial Park 2A,
AMK Auto Point, #03-13, Singapore
568047. Call 6484 5225 or visit
http://www.merlinmotorworks.com
for more information
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Rejuvenate The
Performance Of Your Car

In modern internal combustion engines, air filters serve to keep out dirt and foreign particles from
entering the combustion chambers. However, it is inevitable that fine particles may still find their way
past them and couple that with layers of carbon that are left behind from combustion, the throttle
body and various sensors of one’s ride may not be delivering optimal performance and readings.
With that in mind, Merlin Motor Works has come up with a package which will address these issues.

1 Throttle De-carbonize

2 Washing of Throttle Body

3 Cleaning of MAF Sensor

4 Resetting ECU

Throttle Body Decarbonise

Layers of carbon built up over time can hamper the efficiency of your throttle body. Utilising a unique chemical,
a high pressure cleaning kit will remove all traces of carbon. This serves to clean and restore the throttle body
to its clean, factory condition.

Cleaning of MAF sensor

The mass air flow (MAF) sensor is used to find out the mass of the air entering a fuel-injected engine. This
information is vital for the ECU to balance and deliver the correct fuel mass to the engine. To ensure accurate
calculations and fuel input by the ECU, a MAF sensor cleaner is used to rid the sensor of any dirt and dust
that may hamper its accuracy.

Resetting of ECU

Upon completion of the above steps, an OBD II Scanner is used to reset the ECU. Functioning as the brain of
the car, the ECU stores data obtained via the various electronics throughout the car. With a clean MAF sensor
and throttle body, previously store data is no longer credible. By resetting the ECU, new data will then be fed
and logged to reflect the car’s current condition.

promotional price for rev readers only!

now $68! usual price $88

promotion for the month of september. strictly by appointment basis only!

Blk 10 #03-13 AMK Autopoint Ang Mo Kio Industrial Park 2A Singapore 568047
Tel: 6484 5225 Fax: 6484 5255
Email: merlinm@merlinmotorworks.com Website: www.merlinmotorworks.com

Merlin.indd 1
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Performance
without Discomfort

Are those harsh coilovers causing you frequent discomfort?
If so, APi Racing may have a solution for you.
Pillowball upper Mounts

High Grade Super springs

External Canister
Concave Lower Locking Collar

30-Way Damping & Rebound Adjustments

High Grade Damper Oil

“Overall, the adjustability of compression and rebound of the API Type RA
enables you to make the car more user-friendly, both for street and track
use. Without them the car is better suited to the track and you lose the
comfort that the softer adjustments of the dampers have to offer.”
- Veteran MME Racer who drives a JDM Civic Type R

APi Racing, in short for Australian
Performance
Innovations,
was
founded by Wei Kewei in 2011.
Affectionately known by his peers and
customers as Ah Boy, APi Racing is
the fruit of his relentless search for
a new product line which fulfils his
demanding expectations without
costing an arm and a leg. If you’re
wondering where did the “Australia”
in the name of this local brand come
from, it is actually a form of tribute to
his Australian counterparts, factories
and friends who have provided him
the necessary support, knowledge
and technical specifications.
With BMS Motorsports providing topnotch technical support for the brand,
APi Racing has grown to become a
renowned brand locally. Recognition
and positive products reviews on
various internet forums as well as
via word-of-mouth have resulted
in API Racing gaining immense
popularity with the tuning community
in Singapore.
As the name BMS Motorsports

suggests, motorsports play an
important part in the lives of the guys
over at BMS. Having said that, besides
brute power, constant attention is also
paid towards handling characteristics
and reliability. The discontent with
the coilovers available in the market
spurred Ah Boy to design and
manufacture, from scratch, a range
of coilovers that will meet his needs
to the tee. Soon enough, APi Racing
coilovers were born.
Their flagship model comes in the
form of the Type RA fully adjustable
coilovers. Though not a bad thing, but
the specification list is far from short
and would strike most as alien lingo.
To spare you the stress of attempting
to digest it all, let me break it all down
for you.
External canisters (also known as
external reservoirs) are frequently seen
on top-of-the-range coilovers and
the Type RA is no exception. These
canisters allow an increase in damper
oil capacity and aids in reducing peak
oil temperature. They also act as an oil

cooler to the main absorber body. By
maintaining a stable oil temperature,
you can expect consistent damping
from these coilovers even under harsh
race conditions.
Another worthy feature is the fully
independent
compression
and
rebound adjustments. By having
separate adjustments for both, drivers
are able to fine-tune the coilovers
according to their needs. With 30
levels of adjustability for each, that’s
a total of 60 levels of adjustment for
you to tinker with. The ability to tailor
your suspension needs accordingly
is truly a God-sent for many serious
track-goers.
APi’s unique Active Valve System
(ACVS) also works flawlessly with
the coilover’s monotube, twin piston
design. This perfect integration of
well-built components allows it to well
surpass other aftermarket brands.
The use of nitrogen as well as high
quality, Australia blended-damper oil
further maximises the lifespan of the
dampers and ensures that consistent

Lower Mounts

performance lap after lap.
Manufactured under the strictest
quality control, these coilovers are
no doubt built to withstand the
abuse of not only daily, but also
circuit driving. To further instill trust in
consumers, APi Racing’s “One Year
No-Quibble Exchange Programme”
ensures an instant replacement of
faulty parts should any issues arise.
Compared to some major Japanese
and German brands, zero downtime
is involved. With their full lab facilities
and technical expertise, BMS is able
to confidently rebuild and service all
APi coilovers even after the one year
warranty programme.
With a comprehensive list of unique
features,
hassle-free
warranty
programme and well-represented by
BMS Motorsports, APi Racing offers
you all that you want from a premium
coilover, at a fraction of the cost.
For more information, please contact
BMS Motorsports Pte Ltd at 6483
1810.
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the pursuit of ultimate

suspension tuning!!!
professional series

• 30 way damping & rebound adjustment
• external canister
• high grade damper oil
• nitrogen pressurised dampers
with active vave control system (avcs)

12

• pillowball upper mounts
• high grade super springs
• concave lower locking collar

months
warrant y

• lower mounts

street performance series

• concave lower locking collar
• harder bushing upper mounts
• high grade super springs
• damping adjusting extenders
(optional)

quality products brought to you by

12
months
warrant y

• lower mounts
soley marketed by:

api racing asia pacific 10, Ang Mo Kio Ind. Park 2A Amk Autopoint #05-03 AMK Autopoint Singapore 568047 Tel: 6483 4249

APi Racing Exclusive Boutiques:

www.api-racing.com.sg

A picture speaks louder than a thousand words.

Check out our facebook now!
api racing
bms motorsports

API.indd 1

• BMS Motorsports Pte Ltd 10, Ang Mo Kio Ind. Park 2A Amk Autopoint #03-12 Singapore 568047 Tel: 6483 1810
• H Tyre Pte Ltd 46 Bendemeer Road Singapore 339931 Tel: 6293 3636 • Horizon Auto Tuners (HAT) 9A Kaki Bukit
Road 3 East Point Terrace Singapore 417830 Tel: 6886 9079 • Kenny Alignment Tel: 9092 1015

APi Racing Boutiques:

• Choon’s Motorworks 9008 2358 • Chuan Lee Hin Tyres Trading - 6862 6818 • Dynotechnica 9691 9222
• Fuji Motorworks 6795 1344 • Jeep Chee Trading Pte Ltd 6745 4700 • Merlin Motorworks 9632 7928
• Motec Pte Ltd 9776 4040 • OSK Garage 9272 9991
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Review

1. Advance
Enlarged Rotor Kit
The braking system of your vehicle
is probably one of the most vital
components. Should you feel that
it is not performing up to your
expectations, Jeep Chee is able to
provide you a solution in the form
of the Advance Enlarge Rotor Kit.
This rotor kit replaces your stock
ones with larger 303mm slotted
rotors without the need to spend
on purchasing new callipers.

2. Fine Vu CR-200HD

Model-specific
brackets
are
included with the kit, making
installation a breeze without any
additional modifications required.
Paired with a good set of brake
pads, you will be impressed by
the improved performance of your
brakes. Available for Lancer CS,
Vios, Fit, Accord CL7/CL9 and
Civic FD.
Jeep Chee – 6745 4700

Fine Digital, one of Korean’s biggest
manufacturer of car blackboxes, has
recently released the world’s 1st Full
HD car blackbox, the Fine Vu CR200HD. It is also the smallest blackbox
that comes with Full HD 1920x1080
video recording capabilities.
With its Full HD recording capabilities,
all videos and images recorded during
driving as well as parking surveillance
in both day and night conditions are
of the highest quality. The stylish
minimalistic design not only looks
good, but has a user-friendly operating
interface for convenient access to all
functions. The Fine Vu also offers
various recording functions such as
continuous recording mode, event
recording mode (thanks to its 3-axis G

sensor), as well as manual recording
mode. For a better peace of mind,
there is also a parking monitoring
function which commences recording
when impact is detected by the inbuilt G sensor.
Honto International – 6555 1052

up

close

Get a close up view of these products
that caught our eye

3. VPM Nano
Power Charger

4. Simota 4-pot
Brake Kit

Made by VPM Carspeed, this
product is made with the latest USA
technology and will make your ride a
more enjoyable one.

Designed and developed using the
latest technology advancements,
Simota Racing brake kits promise
to deliver the ultimate in stopping
power for your ride.

It incorporates what every driver is
looking for in such a car enhancement
product. The long list of features
includes increasing responsiveness

of your vehicle from 2000RPM
onwards. Charging by the alternator
is also stabilized and battery and
electrical
components’
lifespan
is also increased. Mounted in the
engine bay and being exposed to
heat and moisture, it is important
that the product is waterproof and
heat resistant. You feel will an instant
increase in battery power upon
installation and auto gear changes are
also smoother. With customer service
in mind, a warranty period of 1 year is
also included with every purchase.
Sung Beng Auto – 9272 4879

Available in a wide variety of colours
including black, red, orange, silver
and blue, the 4-pot callipers are
manufactured under stringent QC
and promise to perform even under
harsh conditions. A specialised
heat treatment for the rotors results
in improved durability as well as
braking performance. The unique
grove design also aids in removing
brake dust from the braking
surface. Also included with the
kit are Teflon brake lines

which are pressure tested till over
3000 PSI to ensure reliability and
durability. Working in tandem with
the high performance brake pads,
this brake kit is all you’ll ever need
for your high performance ride.
RTES – 6844 2370
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drive a good bargain

Looking to buy a car? Look no further than CarBuyer! With the latest
news on the industry, we’ll help you navigate the confusing process of
buying a car. What’s best in the segment, how do COEs work, what do
the experts say? Read it all in Carbuyer!

- 70,000 copies distributed on every 1st and 3rd Saturday monthly
- Available at all CALTEX, ESSO, SHELL and SPC service stations,
selected MRT stations, country clubs and other outlets

new carbuyer iha for rev.indd 1
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TUNE-UP

Steroids
For Your Ride, Sir?
Beef up your ride’s handling with these
simple modifications
Besides going fast and stopping well, improving the handling
characteristics of one’s ride is one aspect we feel every
performance-orientated driver should look into. Of course, like
all other kinds of modifications, the available choices are pretty
much never-ending. Basic ones would include strut tower bars
and lowering springs, while race-prepped cars receive the full
spot-welding and roll cage treatment.
Rather than going on about the various benefits a spot-welded
chassis would bring about, we prefer to keep things on a
relatively practical and affordable level. To start off this two-part
special on handling upgrades, let us first introduce to you to
the world of chassis strengthening bars.
The typical car chassis is supported by four wheels and four
shock absorbers. These absorbers soak up the bumps and
imperfections of the road surfaces to ensure the comfort of
the occupants. However, due to reasons which include chassis
design and age, the chassis may not be able structurally sound
enough to fully support the shock absorbers. This results in
such bumps being partially absorbed by the chassis, instead
of fully by the shock absorbers. Likewise, the load transfer
towards the outside of the curve during cornering can also
cause unwanted chassis flex.
In the perfect world, a car’s chassis should be as stiff as it can
be with the suspension doing all the work. However, this is
seldom the case. The lack of rigidity will cause the wheels to
move in directions other than the intended one. This of course
is an undesirable occurrence which doesn’t need to be large to
be noticeable. Besides causing structural stress on a vehicle’s
chassis, inconsistent handling characteristics will also arise
from such a flaw.
As previously mentioned, strengthening the chassis and in turn
reducing flex may be done through various means. One that
is easily available to the masses would be the installation of
chassis strengthening bars. These bolt-on, easily reversible
pieces serve to tie multiple points of the chassis together and
significantly reduce flex.
Most commonly seen ones would be the struts bars that adorn
most vehicles. Coming as standard items on performance
variants, they are not only cost efficient, but also provide extra
stiffness between both the front, and the rear shock towers.
Rather than having a single strut tower take the beating when
load transfer occurs, the tying of both towers will result in a
reduction of strut tower flex and in turn, chassis flex.
Apart from the strut tower, other sections of the chassis will also
such encounter detrimental flex even during day to day driving.
Take for example driving over uneven surfaces, something that
we face on a daily basis. During such situations, the center
section of the vehicle’s chassis will experience different levels
of flex caused by the weight transfer between the front and rear
wheels. Undercarriage braces are often attached to various
points of the chassis and serve the similar purpose beefing up
the rigidity of the chassis.
Apart from ensuring the longevity of your chassis, increasing its
rigidity will bring about better handling characteristics such as
a sharper steering response and greater control over your ride.
You’ll be pleasantly surprised at what these ordinary-looking
bars of steel can do to the handling of your ride.
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BMW F10 523 / 535 Series Exhaust

BMW 5 Series / M5 Exhaust

Audi A4 / A5 1.8/2.0/3.2T Quattro Exhaust

Volkswagen Golf 5 / 6 / Scirocco Exhaust

BMW 6 Series Exhaust

BMW 3 Series Exhaust

Mini R56 1.6 Turbo

Fiat Bravo Exhaust
CALL FOR
SPECIAL $$$

Subaru 1.5 Exhaust

Kia Cerato Exhaust

Lancer CS3 Exhaust

Kia Koup 1.6 Exhaust

Coil Spring From $300! Coilover From $1550 and above!
Available for
CIVIC FD, EVO 10,
SUBARU GRB,
Honda Fit

Available for
SUBARU 1.5 HB,
STREAM RN6

The damping force of this shock
absorber is non-adjustable.
Spring for this NF Kit is barrel
form type as shown in the
catalogue. By Using this spring,
we achieved much comfortable
driving quality.

The shock absorber which it
is exclusively designed on the
basis of the height, spring rate
data which is calculated in
every model. It gives a stiffer
feeling to the car.

Height Adjustable

Available for
Honda Fit &
Honda Stream

The damping force of
this shock absorber is
adjustable. You can
choose its strength
among 12 steps, soft,
medium and hard for
the front & rear.

CF-S can adjust the
ride height remains the
adoption of certain length
adjustment system. Also
designed for each vehicle
to the position of the
bracket.

Height Adjustable

Underbrace

Damping Adjustable By
Electronic Control Unit
(T Damping Adjustable By
Electronic Control Unit
(TEAS)

LTA COMpliant

Available for
KIA CERATO /
KOUP
Civic FD

Dress-up From lowers car by
35-40mm but still provides a
comfortable ride
with its increased spring rate.

Retaining good ride
characteristics identical to stock
while offering almost 20-30mm
lowering capability

Slightly firmer design for
improved cornering stability
while offering 25-30mm
lowered look.

Honda
Stream

ADVANCE RACING DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTS
PACKAGE A

PACKAGE B

32 Stage Adjustable Damping Force Enables
Various Settings Suitable For Your Liking.

FROM
$395
TANABE
LOWERING
SPRING

Shorter Piston for Lowering Spring To
Prevent From Hitting The Bumpstops.

Twin Tube From Japan Reacts Quickly And
Correctly Against Sudden Shock Reaction
Gas Filled To Keep The Shock Pressurized And
Helps To Stop Oil Leak In Extreme Usage

Available for: Fit/Jazz, City, Civic FD, Lancer CS3/EX, Altis, Vios and Mazda 3

Advance 4 Pot
Big Brake Kit

Advance Upsize
Rotor Kit

Advance Suspension is a direct replacement for OEM Monotube Shock.
Ideal as an upgrade from OEM Shock Absorber as it is damping
adjustable, therefore making it more responsive and easier to adjust to suit
different driving styles. Made from Steel and power coated damper body.
Models Available: Honda Civic FD, EG/EK, EU1 05 onwards, Fit GE6 08,
Airwave, Suzuki Swift, Toyota Vios, Altis, Allion, Camry, Mazda 3 06, 5,
Mitsubishi Lancer CS3, EX, Nissan Sunny N16, Latio, Sylphy.

PACKAGE C

FROM $650

Advance
Coilover

LTA Compliant Exhaust From $650!

Advance Steel
Braided Hose

FROM
$950

Honda Fit GE6

+

ADVANCE SUSPENSION +
TANABE LOWERING SPRING
+ ALIGNMENT

Extractor

JEEP CHEE TRADING PTE LTD (EXHAUST SPECIALIST)

AP Racing
Brake Kit

Add: Blk 3007 Ubi Road 1 #01-426 Singapore 408701 Tel: 6745 4700 / 6749 4260 Fax: 6743 2059
Blk 3015 Ubi Road 1 #01-232 Singapore 408704
We have revamped our website, please visit: www.jeepchee.com.sg E-MAIL: SALES@JEEPCHEE.com.sg
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Mandrel
Bending
Service
Available!

Stainless Steel muffler
TITANIUM Tip

$650

Tail pipes

* AMEX/DINERS/OCBC/
MAYBANK/UOB/
CITIBANK Credit Card
Installment Available
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UNCLE AGONY

Uncle Agony
Do you have a car-related question that needs answering?
Drop us an email at rev@bigbang.com.sg and we will answer it!

Q: I’m driving Kia Rio 1.6L Auto. Current mileage is 68,400km with 17” wheels. This problem only happened a week ago. I
noticed that whenever I come across roads with a gradual slope the car tends to lose power. I’m sure this is normal because I’m
on a higher gear so I floor it to drop gear or activate over-drive. The moment I do so, I can feel a ‘knock’. Not sure whether it is
from engine jerk or facing a slipped gear.
To try to solve this problem, I have changed the transmission fluid and did an OBDII diagnostic test. So far no error has been
found but problem still persists. From your experience, what can be the possible cause?
A: What you felt is a shift shock. It
is due to delayed and overly strong
engagement of the clutches. This
is either caused by overly high
hydraulic pressure or the thinning
of the clutch which causes free
play. From your description, there
is no gear slippage (sudden high
revving of engine, 4 – 5000 rpm,

Q: Of late, I’ve been facing some problems with my steering wheel
when travelling at high speed. I started to notice a high-pitched
“screeching” sound whenever I tilt the steering wheel 15°-25° in
either direction. I have checked the power steering fluid reservoir
and the fluid is still at the maximum level. I also bled the
steering gearbox to eliminate air in the hydraulic system.
This only happened after frequently “dragging” the
car till its redline and the sound only occurs while
cruising and when the steering wheel is tilted
sideways. Once the engine has cooled down,
the sound is not present anymore.
Your advice please. Thank you.
A: There could be 2 possibilities:
1. Power steering pump vanes are worn
and are scraping the wall of the pump
housing. This happens when it has to
work harder to produce higher pressure.
2. Power steering hose – a high pressure
supply hose to the steering rack and
pinion assembly is partially choked. This
will cause high back-pressure to
the pump and produces noise and
vibration. In most cases, it will cause
the pump to wear out very quickly.
Look out for any signs of bloating on the
high pressure hose.

followed by a strong engagement
of gear). I therefore deduce there
are two possible problems you are
facing: 1. lost of engine power and
2. automatic transmission shift
shock.
I would suggest that you send
your car for a thorough engine
maintenance to bring your engine

back to its ‘new’ condition for the
power loss. You should also do
an auto transmission flushing for
your shift shock problem. Please
note that if you have not changed
your Auto-Transmission Fluid
before, I would suggest that you
just change 4 litres of ATF and
monitor from there.

Q: My car is not fitted with an air-con filter. What is its purpose
and is it important to install one?
A: An air-con filter is extremely
important as:
1. It keeps the air-con cooling
coil (otherwise also known
as the evaporator) clean. The
main reason for failure of this
equipment is dirt sticking onto
it and thus providing a good
anchoring for fungus and
mould to build their home.
These locations will starts to
corrode and leak. Replacing this
equipment involves removing
the entire dashboard and thus
the labour charges are very
expensive.

2. Air is constantly being
recirculated within the cabin
via a fan opening at the front
passenger footwell. If you no
such filter is present, everyone in
the car will end up smelling his/
her feet. I for sure wouldn’t want
that.
3. As an air-con filter is nonreusable and non-washable,
replacement should be done
at least once a year. You’ll
be surprised to know that an
average car’s air-con filter is
three times dirtier than the filter
of your room’s air-conditioner.
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Overseas

1000 MILES, TWO
BLOKES AND AN
EPIC ROAD TRIP

This month our resident UK contributor writes about his search
for the best roads in the UK in his Golf GTI Mk2.

As with all good trips, the first day
started early in the morning where the
chill in the air still brought goosebumps
to our half-awaken bodies. Although
reluctance to start the day early refused
to dissipate even with a good old
English tea & breakfast, the click of the
first mile on the trip metre coaxed some
smiles from us as the car crossed over
to the 97,000 mile mark.
It’s been a journey, this Golf. When I
first bought it for nothing more than
S$3,000, I thought I made a pretty good

deal. It looks in good shape inside and
out, the drive was thrilling and it was, in
a Singaporean’s mindset of car prices at
least, cheap. Little was to warn me that
I would go through several rounds of
repairs that totalled yet another S$3,000
(rounded off just so I will feel better)
that got me replacing simple items like
engine oil to big ticket items like tyres
and a whole new exhaust system. Now
that the chunk of money’s been spent
(and also resulting in a cut on my other
expenses, like food & water), the litmus
test of all of this work has come down

to its very first epic 1000 mile road trip.
Yes, it has done trips out of London
before, a number of which I have written
about on these pages. But nothing
can quite compare to this one you’re
about to read about. Firstly, it’s the
distance – it’s 1000 miles in five days,
so that’s 200 miles (320km) per day
only within England and Wales. And
most of those miles are spent in many
of the most challenging roads in the UK.
You know the sort – the rainy, windy
and spectacular roads you see in the

cover story spread of the leading UK
magazines.
Specifically, for this trip we headed to the
Black Mountain Pass, the Evo Triangle
and the Snake Pass. Although not
immediately known for its spectacular
beauty, the UK’s environs are made
magical by the sheer unpredictability
of the weather. There are days where it
feels we’ve just driven into the middle
of a tropical typhoon, and there are
days where it feels as sunny and dry as
Southern California.

see what was coming ahead.

Text & Photos James Wong

Black Mountain Pass

With regard to the tropical typhoon
weather, there is really only one place
in the UK truly infamous for it – Wales.
This strange region of the UK with near
unpronounceable Welsh road signs
can certainly lay claim to being one of
the wettest regions in Britain. In this
country, where rain is the signature
weather outlook, that puts it into some
perspective. The Black Mountain Pass
is nestled within the expanse of the
Brecon Beacons National Park. Being
a national park, we expected Brecon
Beacons to be full of towering trees and
majestic rivers. Nothing of the sort – it’s
more like a very naked mountain range
with endless rolling green grass and
lots of sheep. Fine by me – that meant
visibility was very good on the way to
the pass.
The roads gradually grew narrower, until

the infamous stories of cars ploughing
into hedges became quite believable.
The width of the roads were just
enough for a car to pass, so oncoming
traffic had to drive on the grass or
even reverse to get through. Finally, we
reached the base of the pass. There
was no signboard for it, not even a
small town. In fact, there was only a
small house with a rather pesky old lady
inside who glared out of her curtained
windows signalling her displeasure at
our exhaust noise. We gave her peace
and headed up the road only simply
named A4069.
At first, we couldn’t comprehend what
was in front of us. Was it a cloud?
How could the cloud be hanging so
low? Actually, we were at quite a high
altitude but we hadn’t felt the ascent
because the roads were very gradually
inclined. As we drove into the white,

visibility dropped to only an arm’s length
at some stretches, and we went dead
slow. The incline of the road remained
quite gradual, but at times we peered
down the valley below and it was pretty
terrifying. We then reached a classic
hairpin which recognised instantly
from its ubiquitous presence in all the
car magazines. Alas, our front-wheel
drive Golf meant that doing the famous
oversteer moment on this hairpin
proved to be too difficult.

With a few rounds of the pass improving
our familiarity, we were going up and
down and just couldn’t stop wanting
to try it again and again. It was all over
within a span of only 15 minutes, but
it felt just right – not too short that you
would be dissatisfied, but not too long
either that it would be a bother to turn
back. The wind blowing through the
area is truly gale-force; I had difficult
closing my door once I opened it. I had
so much to be thankful for being in a
car. It felt like I was driving through the
perfect storm. Is this one of the greatest
driving roads in the UK? Without a
doubt.

The road then brought us to a plateau
on top of the mountain where there
was virtually nobody else within a 5
mile radius. It was so isolated, I had
the genuine fear that if my car broke
down there and then, there was no
rescue to be had. But that also meant
deserted roads which invited keen
driving, although the fog prevented us
from going a lot faster as we couldn’t
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Evo Triangle

The next day we had a rather
uneventful drive through to Snowdonia
National Park, the home of the Evo
Triangle. It is hard to imagine that the
triangle we saw on the map could be
the triangle that we always hear about.
The three roads are so named because
it is where the team at Evo Magazine
would always go to put cars through
their toughest test on the public road.
It just looked like a triangle on the map,
however, with no squiggly lines which
hinted ‘fun’.
Nevertheless, this road is exciting in

quite a different way. On a good day,
visibility is excellent and a driver can
see for miles away to see if it’s safe
to take the full road on corners. The
roads are also a lot more winding
and sweeping, so exceptional speed
can be covered with a very quick car,
unlike the mountain passes which are
full of switchbacks. Although lacking
the dramatic scenery of the Black
Mountains, the Evo Triangle was
technically very challenging and egged
the driver to give his very best to extract
as much speed as possible to maintain
a momentum. The Mk2 struggled a bit
here as its 116bhp (now probably a few

horses down on that) reigned in on the
pace on the upslope bits.
That is not to say that we didn’t
encounter poor weather. In typical UK
fashion, it poured and the landscape
suddenly became very foreboding
and fearful. There were lakes that
appeared behind trees quite abruptly,
isolated islands in the middle of those
lakes that look rather forlorn. Even
the clouds completed the effect with
their symmetrical oval shapes that are
probably the oddest clouds I have ever
seen in my life. What a road, what a
location for a great drive.

Snake Pass

Our final stop brought us back to
England. The Snake Pass was located
in the Peak District, a huge national
park just off Manchester. The roads
now were noticeably more crowded
as we went back to the most crowded
county in the UK. It didn’t help either
that the Snake Pass was a major
thoroughfare through to several towns
within the park. That said, the weather
was gloriously brilliant which meant
our windows were down and we could
dress casually for once.

Now for truly high altitudes – the Snake
Pass is hard to beat when compared
with the Black Mountains. The roads cut
through a lot rougher terrain that hung
precariously close to the road, with many
warning signs that tells of impending
rock falls waiting to happen. It was an
unsettling thought but the view was too
good to make us feel overly worried.
The whole valley could be seen from
the road, which winds up very gradually
before going on a descent through a
beautiful coniferous forest. The roads
were very well-planned, although recent
accidents have brought speed limits to
strict enforcement in recent times, so
everyone was driving rather cautiously.
No matter; even at moderate speeds
the roads can be enjoyed immensely,
with the car stretching its lungs just
to hit legal speeds. That’s what you
get with less power sometimes; more
commitment to stretch the horsepower
and more fun in the process.
After spending a day on the pass, we
retreated to our last stop which was

on the way back to London. Make
no mistake – these past few days
were extremely gruelling, even for 2
young chaps like us, and by the end
of the trip I was down with a severe flu
and I could not wait but just to catch
some rest. What made the return trip
memorable, though, was finally seeing
the manual trip metre clicking to 1000
miles. I have never travelled far enough
for it to hit that number, but in the past
five days I made it and so did the car.
It was a mission accomplished; to see
what a 21 year old car and a 22 year
old bloke can do with time and a bit of
imagination (OK, and some money). If
there was one thing I would pick out
that satisfied me the most about this
trip, it’s that the car made it through
without any major hiccups. It’s amazing
how the mass consumer is overlooking
so many of these old cars which can be
just as capable as most modern cars
at a fraction of the cost. I know what
I’m buying next, and it’s old. You should
too.
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OCBC Corporate Kart
It’s not difficult to get addicted to
racing but many, especially the
working adults, do not have the
time and money to go into it on a
deeper level. Providing a solution
for this need for speed is the OCBC
Corporate Karting Challenge – a
kart endurance race series created
for the corporate world to get a
dash of racing into their otherwise
stressful and hectic schedules.
Emphasising on the importance of
work-life balance while promoting
co-operation
and
decisionmaking amongst colleagues, this
Challenge allows organisations
to send in teams of six drivers

to compete in a four-hour kart
endurance race held at Kartright
Speedway.
Since Kartright Speedway started
operations in October 2009, it has
been receiving both recreational
as well as competitive karters.
Another group they have attracted
is the companies, who organise
corporate events for their clients
or simply as a Family Day retreat.
Seeing a surge in corporate
events, Kartright decided to plan
this series as a platform to further
their interest in karting beyond just
the intra-company level.
“We have seen a huge take-up

in corporate events at Kartright
Speedway
and
the
OCBC
Corporate
Karting
Challenge
is like the pinnacle for them to
work towards. After enjoying the
corporate karting sessions, it all
culminates at the OCBC Corporate
Karting Challenge, which serves as
a great progression for those who
genuinely enjoy the sport without
having to go into the professional
race kart scene,” said Dato’ Jude
Benny, director of Kartright (Pte)
Ltd.
The inaugural OCBC Corporate
Karting Challenge 2011 saw a total
of 30 teams signing up, with 10

teams competing in the each of
the three elimination rounds. The
top four teams from each round
will then meet in the Grand Final in
October for the ultimate battle.
Basically, each team has six
drivers where four drivers rotate
driving duties over the four-hour
endurance race. The winning
team is the one that completes
the most number of laps within
the stipulated time period. The
three elimination rounds have been
completed successfully with lots
of action and drama despite the
long hours on the track. Here’s a
summary of each round:

Elimination Round 1 (28 May 2011)

“Oops! I went off course...”

Team Rising Sun of Borneo Motors clocked the fastest
lap for Round 1.

Coincidentally, automotive companies Aston
Martin Lagonda (S.E.A.) Pte Ltd and Inchscape
Borneo Motors Singapore Pte Ltd (local authorised
distributor for Toyota and Lexus) triumphed at the
first elimination round in May. Aston Martin Singapore
Drakar Racing team emerged victorious ahead of
Team Rising Sun of Borneo Motors, MC2! Peregrine
of sporting and lifestyle online portal MIndCHIC!
Club and Eye2Eye Burners of IT company Eye2Eye
Communications Pte Ltd in that order.
It was a tough time for the Aston Martin Singapore
Drakar Racing team as they kept facing difficulties
during the four hours. First, they faced a tyre
puncture at the end of the first hour and had to
pit for a tyre change. Losing the lead, they fell to
seventh place.

Welcome to the inaugural OCBC Corporate Karting Challenge 2011!
As they fought their way back to the
front, they encountered a three-lap
deduction penalty for crossing the
blend line and also for manually pushing the kart
out of the refuelling bay. They continued fighting and
finally in the last half hour of the race, they managed
to take down the race leader and finish just one lap
ahead of Team Rising Sun.

Derek McCully, managing director of Aston Martin
Singapore, said, “The most important thing is
to go out, enjoy themselves and practise good
sportsmanship. To win is the ultimate icing on the
cake but winning is not everything. Nonetheless, it
was a fantastic result from the team and they did
remarkably well by not giving up.”

Team Aston Martin Singapore Drakar Racing overcame
adversity to finish first.

Text & Photos Cheryl Tay

Elimination Round 2 (2 July 2011)
This time, Team i-Resource GOC KS
1 of i-Resource Group of Companies
made no mistakes and incurred
no penalties to emerge tops for the
second elimination round with a total
of 305 laps.

and are actively involved in grassroots
karting in Singapore. The fastest time
of the entire race was clocked by Yap
Zhan Hao, an 18-year-old student, at
44.659 seconds on the 750-metrelong track.

“We’re extremely pleased with the
result that our four drivers have
achieved and we look forward to
the Grand Final later this year. We
attained this win with consistent
driving and lots of preparation,”
said Mark Lange, team captain
of Team i-Resource GOC KS 1.
His four drivers are regulars of the
KartingSingapore.com
community

It was Team CTMC2! PDB Maddox
Singapore Racing of Cheryl Tay Pte
Ltd that had the pole position and
they did hold the lead for most of the
race. However, they did an accidental
drive-through penalty and incurred
two penalties that cost them four laps
as well as first place.
“It wasn’t a perfect race and we made

Bumper-to-bumper action throughout the four hours
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rting Challenge 2011

No penalties for Team i-Resource GOC KS 1!

Teams fought hard through the sunset into the
night.

some mistakes that cost us the win.
But what matters most is that the kart
remained in good condition throughout
and we made it to the Grand Final.
We will be mindful to learn from our
experiences and continue to constantly
improve ourselves,” said Desmond Yip,
team manager of Team CTMC2! PDB

Relatively new to karting? No problem for
Team Unilever Formula None who finished
fourth.

Maddox Singapore Racing.
The other two teams that finished
third and fourth respectively, and are
going into the finals, are Propnex
Powerhouse of P&N Holdings Pte Ltd
and Team Unilever Formula None of
Unilever Asia Pte Ltd.

Team CTMC2! PDB Maddox Singapore Racing had to
settle for second place after making errors.

Elimination Round 3 (6 August 2011)

Team iResource GOC KS2 encountered problems
with the kart

Team Stamford Tyres fought their way from
last place to first

Team i-Resource GOC KS 2 faced some
trouble towards the end but chased back
to take that last spot in the final.
Team Bar Bar Black Sheep and their sexy race queens
were here for fun but made it through!

Borneo Motors’ second team, Team Road Runners,
made it to the final too.

Local drifters Felix Lim and Jansen Tan (left two) of Team Stamford Tyres proved that
they are fast at karting too.

The remaining four slots for the Grand
Final were taken up at the third and final
elimination round in August. The last
10 teams of the 30-team competing
field battled it out and Team Stamford
Tyres of local tyre distributor Stamford
Tyres International Pte Ltd clinched
first place with a clean run, keeping it

smooth for 299 laps without incurring
any penalties.
Felix Lim of Team Stamford Tyres said,
“Our engine stalled in the first lap and
we dropped to last place. Undeterred,
we fought our way back to the front
and savoured every moment. A huge

thank you to my team-mates for their
consistency, as we painstakingly
climbed our way back to the top.”
Just 28.225 seconds behind was Team
Road Runners of authorised Toyota
and Lexus distributor Inchscape
Borneo Motors Singapore Pte Ltd,
followed by the all-banker Team Bar
Bar Black Sheep and Team iResource
GOC KS2 of i-Resource Group of
Companies.

With their first team already in the
Grand Final from the first elimination
round, the second team from Borneo
Motors had a certain target to meet.
Lawrence Yek, 33, senior manager for
market analysis and business planning
of Borneo Motors, said, “Our first
team set such a high target for us so
the minimum we wanted to achieve
was to qualify for the final. Along the
way we became more ambitious as
we were leading most of the race but
we unfortunately suffered a two-lap
penalty and had to chase back to the
front, eventually finishing second.”
Qualifying in pole position was Team
i-Fast A of financial services company
iFast Corporation Pte Ltd, followed
by the only all-female team CTMC2!
Racing of Cheryl Tay Pte Ltd with P2
on the starting grid. Unfortunately,
mechanical problems with Team i-Fast
A’s kart and a string of penalties for the
ladies of CTMC2! Racing cost both
teams a place in the top four, eluding
them a spot in the Grand Final.
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STUFF

SINGAPORE’S

First-ever Gadget
Ambassadors Party
A night with babes, drinks and gadgets.
What else could we have asked for?

Text Hubert Tang Photos Doms Valentin, Daryl Lee & Canon

Stuff Singapore together with Canon as
the presenter and official imaging partner
recently unveiled our first ever Gadget
Ambassadors after three months of
intense voting via Stuff’s Facbook page.
Out of the 14 Gadget Girls featured within
the magazine over the past year, readers
picked 6, Peggy Heng, Sheena Phua,
Karen Ang, Rykiel Sim, Evangeline Gay,
and Venessa Chua, as Stuff’s Gadget
Ambassadors. Representing the feminine
face of Stuff, these ladies will be available
to partners and advertisers to lend grace,
glamour, as well as a little sex appeal to any
launch or occasion. And what better way to
wrap up the campaign and present them to

the public than to throw a massive party?
And that we did, with over 1,500 sponsors,
clients and guests packing Club Avatar
to the gills in a hail of glitz, glamour, and
copious amounts of alcohol. Besides the
unveiling of our Top 6 Gadget Ambassadors
and presenting them with exclusive prizes
courtesy of Stuff Singapore and Canon, we
also held a lucky draw for 6 of our lucky
readers (who each walked away with a free
one-year’s subscription to Stuff Magazine),
with our Grand Prize winner going home
with a Canon EOS 1100D. We’d like to
thank all of you for coming down to support
the event, and we look forward to seeing
you next year!
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CAR CLUB

The Last of

Its Kind
The Pride of Owning a Silvia

For those of us who had and still have the
privilege of driving one of the most iconic
Japanese cars of this century, it is with much
sadness that we will have to say goodbye
to our beloved machine pretty soon.
A brief history lesson: The Nissan
Silvia CSP311 debuted in September
1964 at the Tokyo Motor Show as the
“Datsun
Coupe
1500”.
Production
ceased in 1968, and the Silvia name did
not grace another Nissan until 1974.
That year, the rear wheel driven, compact
and sporty S10 was introduced with its
S-Platform. Though the car evolved through
the years, from the S110 to its final version,
the S15, it still largely kept true to the original
S-Platform.

Text Mr Arun (Member of Silvia Club Singapore)
Photos Joseph Tan (Camel)

There was talk about a new generation of
Silvia but due to the financial downturn,
the idea was eventually scrapped. There
was a mix of sadness and relief as the
concept photos didn’t really sit well
with most purists. Somehow or rather,
it looked like the offspring of the Nissan
Cefiro and the Hyundai Tuscani. Only
a mother could love a face like that.
When the S15 made its debut in 1999, many
of us were captivated by its beauty. Even
straight out of the factory, the curves were
gentle yet aggressive. It took some time
before aftermarket aero and performance
parts were available but nevertheless, we
were already in love with its natural beauty.
The extent of how much we were in love
with the car could be seen when even
before we laid eyes on the car, the print ad
already had us drooling all over ourselves.
The sound of the engine, the pull of the car as
you put it through its paces and even seeing
another Silvia on the road be it a 180sx, S14
or S15 all made us extremely proud of the
ride we currently own, or previously owned.
With the cost of renewing its COE not
feasible to many, there will be even fewer of
us on the road as there are now. Silvia Club
Singapore is an elite group, a family from all
walks of life who share the passion and love
for the Silvia. Be it for drifting, time attack,
sprints or just serving as a daily driver, the
car struck a cord with many then, now,
and I’m certain it will continue doing so for
many, many years to come.
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Drink Culture
Text Melissa Cheng Photos Heat Branding

A refreshing new addition to Singapore’s bar scene that changes everything
we thought we ever knew about cocktails.

Introducing Drink Culture, a premium
champagne and cocktail bar officially
launched in the heart of Chinatown.
Seated unassumingly along the
stretch of Kreta Ayer, Drink Culture
has transformed the old building into
a luxurious Victorian boudoir, with
unique settings and antique furniture all
set in white. The hand-painted chairs,
as well as the quirky staff uniforms,
plus the carefully selected details and
ornaments placed strategically all over
the bar, converge to create a pleasingly
artistic vibe. The creative vision was
brought to life by Riston Foo, awardwinning concept designer.
The
Drink
Culture
experience
begins
at
the
door,
where you are greeted by the lovely
hostesses. As you weave through the
sophisticated all white interior, you are
lulled into a dreamy chill-out state by
the music and romantic lighting. The
experienced
dedicated
mixologist will tend
to your needs and
will proceed to
introduce
their
vast

knowledge to create a specialized
cocktail that tends to your individual
taste. There’s no beer or wine and no
bar gun for the good old fall-back-on
drinks. Instead, premium champagnes,
a wide selection of spirits, and
customized cocktails are concocted
with precision and creativity. The
attention to detail is clear when eyeing
the extensive cocktail list.
From flambéed dessert creations such
as the Chocolate Flambé, that uses a
special layering technique, to classic
favorites with a twist, such as the
Brandy Alexandra, Personalized drinks
can be enjoyed at the intimate bar or
served to in a private alcove by beautiful
models. The mixologists at Drink
Culture are always preaching about the
benefits of fresh ingredients in cocktails.
This is because a drink made with fresh
fruits, vegetables, herbs and spices, as
opposed to bottled juices and mixers,
is rich and has the true flavor of the
ingredient, enhancing the drinking
experience. With this motto in mind,
Drink Culture’s trained bartenders make
sure every concoction is done just right.
Take note though; this is not for
the lighthearted as it

can cost up to $30 for a small portion of
your customized drink, so be prepared
when the bill comes!
In light of the exclusive clientele that is
expected, Drink Culture offers VIP perks
such as valet parking and individualized
table service, making the bar a topnotch destination. The entire venue is
available for private parties or events
and can hold up to a maximum of 100
people! Perfectly made up fashionistas,
couples gazing at each other dreamily
over candlelight, after-work yuppies
winding down; beautiful people are all
lounging around Drink Culture.
“Drink Culture stands apart from other
concept bars by offering unparalleled
experiences; it starts with VIP treatment
and customized cocktails and is
complemented by models and striking
décor,” explains Leonard Low, Director
for Drink Culture.

operations, namely Ethan Leslie Leong,
Leonard Low, KC Kang, and Richard
Chua, Drink Culture was created to
fill the void in Singapore’s mainstream
bar scene that they believed was
present. With collective expertise and
years of international experience in
nightlife, F&B, and the arts, the four
were able to bring Drink Culture to life.
Driven by a passion for beautiful things
and customized living, they strive to
offer “attainable luxury‟ to all lifestyle
connoisseurs.
With all the right ingredients including:
avid patrons, a distinctive ambiance,
and exceptional service, Drink Culture
has concocted the perfect recipe for
success.

Founded
by
four
partners
who
currently
oversee and run all

Drink Culture
51 Kreta Ayer Rd
Singapore 089007
www.drinkculture.com.sg
Operation Hours:
Mon - Tues: 18:00 - 01:00
Wed: 18:00 - 02:00
Thurs: 18:00 - 01:00
Fri - Sat: 18:00 - 02:00
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LIFE

MODERN

RETRO POWER
Fujifilm’s gorgeous X100 packs today’s modern technology
into a gorgeous old-school camera housing

If you’re looking for a high-quality
camera that both looks and feels great,
you don’t have to look any further than
the Fujifilm Finepix X100. A homage to
the classic viewfinder cameras of the
1950s, the X100 is beautifully retro with
its gnarled knobs, engraved painted
logos, and faux-vulcanite covering.
What’s more, there’s even a threaded
shutter-release socket for use with those
old-fashioned mechanical plunger cable
releases that you see in period dramas
and movies, showing the level of detail
that Fujifilm has put into the camera and
adding an undeniable charm to it. This
doesn’t mean the X100 is as heavy as a
camera of old though; instead of brass
the camera uses magnesium in its
construction, meaning it’s lighter than it
looks and will hang comfortably around
your neck.

Old-school looks aside, the camera
does have some modern elements
as well - namely a 2.8in LCD screen,
control buttons, and an awesome
hybrid viewfinder that combines optical
and digital views. Undoubtedly the
highlight of the camera other than the
design, the hybrid viewfinder features
an optical finder with a detailed digital
overlay that can be changed to a full
digital finder with ease using a switch
on the front of the camera. Although
users are able to operate the X100 like
a conventional digital camera with Live
View on the LCD screen, it’s definitely
much more satisfying to hold the
viewfinder up to your eye.
The controls of the camera are also
designed in a natural and logical
manner for use with the viewfinder,
with a large shutter speed knob and

manual aperture ring for you to search
for the perfect shot. Although there’s
no ISO dial, accessing the ISO settings
through the digital controls can be done
conveniently, with a handy exposure
compensation dial allowing users to fine
tune their desired image with ease.
At the heart of X100 is a large DSLRsized 12.3 megapixel sensor that
delivers outstanding colour and detail,
and also does an amazing job of
reducing noise up to ISO 12800. This is
perfectly complemented by the 23mm
lens, which is equivalent to the 35mm
lens on a film camera and carries what
is widely considered to be the ideal
focal length for street photography.
Although the lens is a little wide, images
taken are sharp at every level, with a
quick autofocus that is faster than most
compact cameras today.

Text Mevin Tang

Fujifilm Singapore - http://www.fujifilm.com.sg
Fujifilm Finepix X100 - $1699
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ALL HANDS ON TECH
It’s been a busy time recently in the portable media world, and we keep you up to date with
the latest releases
Blackberry Bold 9900
The latest incarnation of Blackberry’s bestselling Bold
series of smartphones, the 9900 combines the muchloved trademark qwerty keyboard with a gorgeous
high definition touchscreen for even greater
functionality. Running on the new Blackberry 7 OS,
this gorgeous smartphone is only 10.5mm thick,
boasts significantly faster and more powerful
hardware, and promises a more fluid web
browsing experience.

HTC EVO 3D

The first full 3D glasses-free smartphone to be
launched in Singapore, the HTC EVO 3D is also
able to shoot and play 3D content on-the-go,
and is loaded with serious firepower in the form of
advanced hardware as well. However, it also comes
preloaded with a host of 3D games and HTC watch,
which enables users to buy or rent from a large catalog
of movies on their smartphone including 3D titles that
are optimized for viewing on the 4.3in screen.

LG Optimus 3D

Apple MacBook Air
One of the thinnest and best looking netbooks out in the
market ever since it made its debut in 2008, Apple has
recently updated the MacBook Air with a host of improvements
that make it a portable powerhouse. Now it packs Intel Core i5
processors, a standard lightning-quick sold-state drive, and the
gesture-rich Mac OS X Lion, setting it apart from other netbooks by
making them seem pale in comparison. The new MacBook Air may
be expensive, but at least it both looks and acts the part.

Though it was launched internationally a couple of months
ago, the LG Optimus 3D has finally reached our shores. The
first 3D phone in the market, the Optimus 3D is truly amazing
with its full 3D experience that enables users to record and
immediately view content in 3D without the need for special
glasses. It’s no slouch in the smartphone department either,
with its dual-core, dual-channel, and
dual-memory configuration.

Lenovo Ideapad Tablet K1
Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1

Lenovo jumps right into the tablet game too with the Ideapad
K1, which features a HD display, dual cameras, Android 3.1,
and NVIDIA Tegra 2 dual-core mobile processors, making it a
serious mobile entertainment contender. To top it all off, the tablet
also
comes preloaded with more than US$50 worth
of apps, free 2GB of Cloud storage, and a
special Lenovo App Shop to boot.

Text Mevin Tang

Simply put, this is the bigger, faster, and more powerful brother of the
Samsung Galaxy Tab, with its updated 1GHz dual core application
processor, Android 3.1 Honeycomb platform, and network speeds
of up to 21Mbps. What’s more, this multimedia powerhouse
comes with surround-sound stereo speakers, Flash support,
and is ultra-thin and light too,
weighing a mere 560g at
8.6mm.
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can’t find the latest issue of rev? instead of rushing
out to find a copy, why not have it delivered straight
to the comforts of your home?

$24

for 12 issues

$48

for 24 issues

FREE $20 Stamford Tyres Cash Voucher

FREE $40 Stamford Tyres Cash Voucher
Your details (must be completed)
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Date of Birth ..................................................
Male
Female
NRIC No ......................................................................................................
Address ........................................................................................................
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Telephone Number .......................................................................................
Email Address ..............................................................................................
Please Kindly Indicate The Issue You Will Like To Begin With: #.................

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE

Please make your payment via cheque in SGD payable to:

BIG BANG MEDIA PTE lTD

Bank ............................................................................................................
Cheque Number ..........................................................................................
Mail this form and your cheque to:
Big Bang Media Pte Ltd
220 Tagore Lane #04-01 Singapore 787600
Terms and conditions: This offer is open to residents of Singapore only. For details on overseas
subscriptions please call +65 6455 8575 Big Bang Media Pte Ltd, the publishers of REV Magazine.
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ADK Auto Accessories Centre
52 Ubi Ave 3 The Frontier Epark #01-41 S408867

Jeep Chee Trading Pte Ltd
Blk 3007 Ubi Road 1 #01-426 S408701

AutoBacs Venture Pte Ltd
30 Bukit Batok East Ave 6 S659761
10 Ubi View S408543

LHN Trading
Blk 1009 Bukit Merah Lane 3 #01-90 S159723

AutoDiesel Turbo Fuel Systems Pte Ltd
Blk 20 Sin Ming Industrial Estate Sec A #01-18 S575678
Autoform Enterprise Pte Ltd
33 Ubi Ave 3 #01-03 Vertex Building S408868
AutoVox Pte Ltd
452 Tagore Ind Ave S787823
BCC Automotive Pte Ltd
Blk 1 Sin Ming Industrial Estate Sector C #01-101/107/109 S5756863
SPARK Car Care Centres
205 Braddell Road S579701
383 Sin Ming Drive S575717
9 Loyang Drive S508969
7 Sungei Kadut Way S728791
45 Pandan Road S609286
320 Ubi Road 3 S408649

ManCanDo International Pte Ltd
Blk 34 Sin Ming Drive #01-118
Mcwell Ventures Pte Ltd
51 Ubi Ave 1 #01-05/06 Paya Ubi Ind Park S408933
Miracle Bodyworkz
50 Bukit Batok St 23 #01-22 Midview Building S659578
Motec Auto Accessories
Blk 1 Pioneer Road North #01-10 S628455
MotoRex Performance Pte Ltd
53 Ubi Ave 1 #03-54 Paya Ubi Ind Park S408934
Revol Carz Makeover
10 AMK Ind Park 2A #01-12 AMK Autopoint S568047
RTES
51 Ubi Ave 1 #01-02 Paya Ubi Ind Park S408933

Harmony Motor Pte Ltd
No 1 Chia Ping Road S619967

Stamford Tyres Megamart
19 Lok Yang Way Jurong S628635
50 Bukit Batok St 23 #02-19 Midview Building S659578
8 Kung Chong Road S159145
455 Macpherson Road S368173
31 Loyang Way S508729
10 Admiralty Street #01-85 Northlink Building S757695
Blk 9006, Tampines St 93, #01-196, Tampines Ind Park s528840
10 AMK Ind Park 2A #01-14, AMK Autopoint S568047

Horizon Auto Enterprise Pte Ltd
65 Upp Paya Lebar Road #01-01 Guang Ming Ind Building S534817

Sung Beng Auto (Pte) Ltd since 1969
342 Circuit Road Singapore 379494

Concorde Auto Accessories (S) Pte Ltd
12 Jalan Lembah Kallang #01-01 Concorde Building S339568
Fabulous-X Pte Ltd
51 Ubi Ave 1 #01-21 Paya Ubi Ind Park S408933
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BABE

Isabel

Art Direction Emily Ng • Photographer Bryan Law / Metamorphosis Production • Stylist Shan F.E • Make Up & Hair Alex Ho • Cover Girl Isabel Ng

It wasn’t hard to be charmed
by her mega-watt smile.
Isabel’s bubbly personality
made working with
her a truly enjoyable
experience.
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Why worry no accessories & workshop

OPEN AT NIGHT?

open FROM 5PM to 3AM.
close on every monday and Public Holidays

MOTEC AUTO ACCESSORIES

Blk 1 Pioneer Road North #01-10 Singapore 628455 Tel: 6265 3558 www.motec.com.sg
LED, HID, Sound System, Carbon Fiber, Alarm System, Car Servicing And Maintenance, Performance Part,
Exhaust System, Sound Proofing, Customized Floor Mat, Car Batteries, Bodykit and many more.

Your Ideal Car Accessories Distributor and Retailer.

Motec 2.indd 1
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F.P Enterprise Trading

21 Kaki Bukit Industrial Terrace Singapore 416101
Tel: 6746 5311/ 6746 7880 Fax: 6746 9982
Website: http://www.fp-racing.com/ Email: bp168@singnet.com.sg
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